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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
A big fat Quail walking around
in the back yard. We move
closer to the window to look at
him and he freezes, then takes
off like a shot.
If you want your money's worth
in a plant next year, get your
sett a Summer Poinsettia. We
think it cost a dime or fifteen
cents, and was about six in-
ches high. This thing is about
five feet tall now and you can
see it for three blocks. It is red
and the leaves look much like
the regular Poinsettia. Mari-
golds are another bargain.
Those things bloom and bloom.
Saw A. J. Buchanan this morn-
ing and told him that our front
yard had settled well where the
waterline, the telephone cable
and the natural gas line had
been dug from one side to the
other and that it was about
time for somebody to come
down through there with some-
thing. It has taken about three
Years for all of these trenches
to Wile and fill in. We hauled
ofrdirt when we thought that
it would never settle, then
brought it back when it did.
Ws WS' figure somebody ought to
•- come across our yard again with
a trencher or back hoe or some-
thing. It's just not natural for
It to be so smooth and green.
ice cream stand. Tht little bro-
ther was announcing loudly:
"I want vanilla. I want yawl-
la.
The supply of vanilla had giv-
en out. Interested parents stood
by to see how the 7-year-old
would handle such a crisis.
Without flinching, he ordered
two strawberry cones and hand-
fed we to his tittle brother.
"111Fre you are," he said brisk-
ly. "Pink vanilla."
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Present Lull In Vietnam May
Stretch To End Of September
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON aln — The present
lull in Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese ground attacks co-
uld strength to September and
become the longest of the war
in Vietnam, U. S. military sour.
ces said today.
The military sources said
they had changed their minds
about last week's prediction of
a new Communist offensive be-
fore the end of this month.
"July hasn't come off," one
source said. "It's doubtful if
there will be much this next
month either."
B-52 bombers blasted Com-
munist infiltration routes be-
tween Saigon and the Cambod-
ian border again today. But
only light and scattered action
was reported on the ground.
The Allies reported killing
115 Communists in small en-
gagements. Communists troops
during the 24 hours ended
Wednesday night shelled 11
targets but only two such at-
tacks caused any damage or
oasualties. One American was
wounded in the shelling. .
The sources said an upsurge
in shellings the night of JuV
5-8 might have been a Corrunun-
ist attempt to open a new cam-
paign and that they were un-
able to keep it going.
The sources said they believ-
ed the lull has worked in the
Allies' favor.
"This is the situation we need
for pacification," one source
said. "This is the situation we
need for the AR'VN South Viet-
namese army to extend their
control."
In the Mekong Delta, the U.
S. today turned over fire sup-
port base Moore to the South
Vietnamese army. It was the
biggest base yet to be turned
over to the Saigon government
troops.
Military sources said the
B-52s dropped 700 tons of ex-
plosives on targets, some as
close as 33 miles to Saigon.
U. S. sources said an estimated
40,000 Communist troops are
operating in provinces around
Saigon and neighboring Cam-
bodia.
Most of the points the bc,mb-
era hit where in Tay Ninh and
Bin Duong provinces. U. S. mil-
dairy sources have said they ex-
.,.
(Continued on Page 14)
Several Persons Fined In
City Court Of Judge Dunn
Several persons were chug- enness,
Two small boys, aged 7 and 2, ezl, entered pleas of guilty, and jail
who were waiting in line at an weretedintcourtoi H. E. Scott, public drunk-
enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
R. E. Young, disorderly con-
duct, fined $25.00 Wilts $5-50;
subject given 20 days in City
Jail, suspended on condition he
not be back in this court for
remainder of year 1969.
C. P. McManamy, driving
while intoxicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined $100.00
costs $4.50.
T. D. Sharak, disregarding stop
sign, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
R. D. Hill, unnecessary noise,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
S. E. Trees, reckless driving,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
P. D. Adams, reckless driv-
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. D. Martin, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reek-
(Continued on Page 14)
Just one more week left in July
and we did not intend for the
summer to go by this fast. We
are not ready for August to
make its appearance since this
means that plant life has reach-
ed its zenith and is even show-
ing signs of going over the hill.
Reading an article the other day
where a state education assoc-
iation executive said that silence
is not always golden. "Out of
silence grows the baseless rum-
or, the frenzied exaggeration
and the unmitigated lie", he
said. As an example he pointed
toward the Bastille, the famous
prison in France which epito-
mised to Frenchmen all that
was evil. It became the symbol
of despotism, due only to the
secrecy surrounding the castle
and the strict prohibition a-
gainst gaining entrance. Thus
it gained a reputation for tor-
ture and horror.
When the Bastille was finally
overthrown in 1789, it was found
to be just an ordinary prison
and did not contain a single in-
strument of torture. It provided
the few prisoners with a fairly
comfortable existence.
1WTUnited Prete Interaational
City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn during the past week. Re-
cords show the following occur-
red:
K. J. Zimmerman, speeding,
amended to disorderly conduct,
fined ;100.00 costs ;4.50.
M. 0, Collins, speeding, fined
;10.00 costs $4.50.
C. Ri Dalton, speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4-50.
Junior Sims, public drunk-
enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. L. Lovett, no KU number
in unit, fined ;19.00 costs $4.50.
B. J. Mitchell, shooting fire-
crackers, fined $10.00 costs
$4.50.
C. F. Waterfield, public drun-
kenness, fined ;15.00 costs
;4.50.
Lonnie Tucker, public drunk-
given fiften clays in
Pvt. John Coopter
At Fort Polk, La. 
Serving In Army Apollo 11 Passes Halfway Point Early
Private John D. Cooper, son,
of Mrs. Alma Cooper of Farm-I
ington Route Two, is now derv-
ing with the United States Ar-
my at Fort Polk, La.
He visited his mother and
family here last Weekend.
Cooper was drafted into tbe
Army in the April 15th
from Calloway County. He
his basic training at Fort
bell.
The Calloway County
is now taking mortar trapuflg
with the Infantry at Fort lk.
He is a graduate of Call ay
County High School and w em-
ployed by the Texaco Oil 4om.
pany before entering the ser-
vice.
His address is Pvt. Joh4 D
Cooper 404-70-6253, C-1-5 ird
Platoon, Fort Polk, La. 71
State Police
Detective On
Kennedy Case
EDGARTOWN, Martha's Vi-
neyard, Mass. (UPI) — A state
police detective has been asked
to investigate the circumstances
surrounding the auLomobile,ac-
cident in which a woman pas-
senger of Sen. Edward M. Ken-
nedy was drowned. •
State Police Lt. George Ki
len was assigned Tuesday to as
sist Edgartown Police Chief Do'
minick J. Arena in the investi.
gallon of the accident late Fri-
day or early Saturday when the
37-year-old senator's car ran off
a narrow bridge into a pond on
Chappaquiddick Island. Arena
had asked the district attor-
ney's office for help.
Dukes County Special Prose-
cutor Walter E. Steele told
BULLETIN
EDGARTOWN, Martha's
Vineyard, Mass. 1Pli Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy tempor-
•rily was found to be at 'ser-
ious fault" for the auto ac•
cident which caused the death
of his woman passenger and
his license was suspended to-
day pending a full hearrig.
Tappan Announces
Addition To Plant
EATIIER REPOR
Partly cloudy with scattered
showers through Thursday. High
today 82 to 92. Low tonight 68
to 76.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 357.8,
down 0.1. Below darn 307.1,
down 0.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.8,
down 0.2. Below dam 307.7
down 0.6.
Sunrise 5:54; sunset 8:11.
Moon set 12:44 a. m.
FIVE-AY FORECAST
LOUISVIIBLE, Ky. (UPI) —
The five-day Kentucky weather
outlook, Thursday through Mon
day.
-
Temperatures will average
near the normal 86-90 highs and
53-72 Lows with cooler. weather
over the weekend
Rainfall will average about
one half inch mostly later in
The week.,
Twentieth Wreck
Report Filed By
The City Police
Traffic accident reports in the
city of Murray for the month
of July now total twenty with
the report filed Tuesday at 2:05
p.m. by the investigating offic-
ers of the Murray Police De-
partment. No injuries were re-
ported.
Cars involved were a law
Chevrolet four door owned by
Shirley Ann Utley and driven
by Ronald Lee Utley of Murray
Route Three, and a 1968 Dodge
four door owned by Boyd Linn
of Almo Route One and driven
by Sarah Elizabeth Olesksy of
Murray Route Six.
Police said the Dodge was,
going west on Main Street mak-
ing a left turn onto South 2nd
Street. The Chevrolet came
over the hill, started around
the Dodge, and the two cars
collided, according to the po-
lice report.
Damage to the Chevrolet was
on the right rear door and quar-
ter panel, and to the Dodge on
the left front fender.
Another collision occurred
lats night at 8:58 on the Dairy
Queen parking lot, but no re-
port was filed by the police of-
ficers.
NOW YOU KNOW
by Ullited Press International
The first. Suer Canal was dug
almost 4.000 years ago from the
Nile Delta to apoint on the
Red Sea near the present port
of Suez and was abandoned and.
restored periodically until the
8th century A.D. when it fell
into final disuse.
-
The Tappan Division of The
Tappan Company, Mansfield,
Ohio plans to expand its facillt-
ies in Murray, Kentucky this
year, it was announced today
by R. E. Moyer, Vice President
and General Manager of the
Murray operation.
The Company will let con-
tracts for construction of a 120,-
000 sq. ft. warehouse located on
2nd Street north of the present
plant within 30 days and con-
struction will start shortly there-
after. The project will be com-
pleted by January 1970 and will
be an additional investment in
excess of $800,000.
"This sizeable addition to the
Murray facility is a tangible in-
dication of the Company's con-
fidence and hope for the future
of the Murray operation, and
will improve the service to our
customers next year," accord-
ing to Mr. Moyer.- •
Paul Heise Suffers
With Heart Attack
Paul R. Heise, 1511 Johnson
Boulevard, suffered a heart at-
tack on Monday night at his
home.
He was hospitalized at the
Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pital and is listed in serious
condition this morning by hos-
pital officials.
Heise is the manager of the
office supply store of the Led-
ger & Times. He is a retired
officer of this United States
Navy.
FM DOG
A black and white medium
size dog with speckled legs has
strayed to a home. Anyone
wishing it for a pet is asked t‘i
call 753-6414.
newsmen one of the objects of
the investigation "is to deter-
mine if any additional oarges
will be placed against thi sen-
ator."
Fly To Funeral
Kennedy, his wife Joar. and
sister-in-law Ethel flew V. Ply-
(Continued on Page PI
Two Persons Are
Treated, Hospital
Two persons were treated in
the emergency room of th e
Murray-Calloway County hospi-
tal on Tuesday.
Lynn Burkeen , of Mi. rray
Route Three, age 35, was :rest-
ed for a laceration to the ch;ri
at 5:50 p.m. He was sutured and
released. Reports are he reeiv-
ed the injury while at work at
the Murray Division of the Tap-
pan Company. '
Blake Beardsley of Wickliffe,
age four, was treated for a lac-
eration betweed the efes. He
was sutured and released. He
was injured while diving at Ken-
lake State Park, according to
hospital officials.
Road Aid Program
Approved, County
FRANKFORT, KY., July 22,
1969 — A County Road Aid
Program for Calloway County
amounting to more than V09,-
000 has been approved, Gover-
nor Louis B. Nunn announced
today..
According to commissioner of
Highways Eugene Goss, the Pro-
gram includes 168 maintenance
projects and 11 improvement
projects. A total of 287.6 miles
are scheduled for maintenance.
Improvements will be made
on 10.6 miles of county roads
'and two bridges—
•
The County Road Aid Pro-
gram wars established' by a CAta.
ere! Assembly appropriation of
$13 million yearly to help thf
counties meet their responsibil-
ity for county roads.
Today Splashdown Set For Tanorrow
* * *
Apollo
Timetable
SPACE CENTE, Houston
(UPI) — Apollo 11 timetable
for Wednesday, July 23, and
Thursday, July 24, baled on
the NASA" flight plan and
Navy information from car-
rier Hornet. .
Wednesday
12 30 a.m. CDT — Crew
begins 10-hour rest period.
10:32 a.m. — Crew awak-
ens.
12:37 p.m. — Midcourse
correction opportunity.
6:02 p.m. — Final schedul-
ecFill-rninutrT olor Trin ow
from Apollo showing ap-
proaching earth.
9-32 p.m. — Crew begins
7 hour rest period.
Thursday
5.32 am. — Crew awak-
ens early to prepare for re-
entry into earth atmosphere.
8:37 a.m. — Final course
correction if necessary to
line up ship for imaginary
hole in the sky it must pass
through to get home suc-
cessfully. Apollo is about 29,-
000 miles from earth.
11:00 ann. — President
Nixon arrives on Hornet, in-
spects quarantine trailer
which will house Apollo 11
crew on trip to !PAW
11:20 a.m. — Command
st..2 separates from service
m,clule containing main
rocket engine and hits fringe
of earth's atmosphere over
South Pacific 17 minutes
later.
11:20 a.m. — approximate
7— President leaves trailer
area for breakfast.
11:51 a.m. — Splashdown
southwest of Hawaii.
Noon — Swimmers' de-
ployed.
1:10 p.m. — Astronauts en-
ter trailer.
2:00 p.m. — President goes
to trailer to extend welcome
by intercom.
* *
Superwelcome Is
Planned For Crew
SPACE CENTER, Houston SIPS
—The nation can hardly wait
to give Apollo 11 astronauts
Neil A. Armstrong, Michae4
Collins and Edwin E. Aldrin,
Jr., a hero's welcome back to
earth.
President Nixon arranged for
the astronauts to visit N e w
York, Chicago and Los Angeles
on the same day, Aug. 13, af-
ter they get out of lunar quar-
antine. Tickertape parades are
planned down New York's
Broadway and through Chicago's
Loop, and Nixon will host a
dinner that night in their hon-
or in Los Angeles.
In addition, San Francisco
promises them its biggest pa-
rade ever, and Wapakoneta,
Ohio—Armstrong's hometown—
expects "maybe even hundreds
of thousands" for its blowout.
These plans were quickly tak-
ing shape and the astronauts
still had more than a day in
space. The space agency ex-
pects an avalanche of demands
on the astronauts' tir.e once
they are safely home.
Before anybody has a chance
at them, however, the three
spacemen must go through an
18-day quarantine on earth to
make sure they didn't bring
any unearthly germs with them
from the moon.
Doctors plan to release them
Aug. 11. They will have just one
day with their families before
they head for New York by
t of three celebrations 
for
 bratioria theAug.
..-215 -p.m. --Weiddent—
leaves Hornet, en -route to
Guam.
2:55 p.m. — Command mo-
dule Columbia arrives on
Hornet.
Macon Blankenship
Speaks To Lions
Macon Blankenship, person-
nel manager of the Tappen Co,
Murray Division, was the speak-
er for the regular meeting of
the Murray Lions Club Tuesday
evening.
Blankenship who has been
with the Tappan Co. for 21
years, spoke on labor relations.
He explained the machinery
that is used in handling griev-
ances, discussed the seniority
system and reviewed the wage
and fringe benefits at Tappan
Co.
He said that the local plant
is basically an incentive plaet
and _pointed out that the aver-
age hourly rate for the workers
last week was $3.64. He said
the Kentucky average is $3-20,
West Kyaverage $3.40 and the
Louisville average is $3.45.
Tappan now as 989 active
employees and Mankenship said
this would exceed 1,000 sometime this week.
Blankenshkh lives with his
. (continued on Page 14)
Thirteen Cited
Thirteen persons were cited
by the Murray Police Depart-
ment on Tuesday. They were
tivo for disregardini a stop sign,
one for no operators license,
ope or speeding .and no city
auto sticker, and nine for speed-
ing, according to the citation te-
pcirts.
4qh• •
13
Stiles
Dies Tuesday
At His Home
Wilson W. Stiles, prominent
used car dealer in Murray and
Calloway County, passed away
Tuesday at six p. m. at his
borne, 1205 Peggy Ann Drive
His death followed an extended
illness.
Stiles was 57 years of age.
He had been in the used car
business for several years and
was also the real estate de-
veloper of the Dawn Heights
Subdivision just off U. S. High-
way 641 South.
The deceased was a member
of the First Baptist Church and
of the Friendship Sunday Scho-
ol Class of that church. He was
also a member of the Woodmen
of the World.
Stiles was born June 11, 1912
and his parents were James Al-
bert Stiles and Gertie Darnell
Stiles. He was married to the
former Louise Farris.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Louise Farris Stiles, 1205 Peg-
gy Ann Drive; one daughter,
Mrs. Peggy Ann Pickens and
one granddaughter, Karen Ann
Pickens, both of Winston Salem,
N. C.; two sisters, Mrs. Orie
(Hontas) Nance of Murray and
Mrs. Merritt (Margaret) Nance
of Birmingham, Ala.; one bro-
ther, Grant Stiles, 1212 Pe253,
Ann Drive, Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. H. C.
Chiles officiating.
Pallbearers will be Harold
Phillips, Garvin Phillips, Brooks
Darnell, Eurie Garland, Ro b
Miller, and Dallas Wrye. Mem-
bers of the Friendship Sunday
School Class of the First Bap-
tist Church will serve as hon-
orary pallbearers.
Interment will be in the Mur-
ray Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
may call.
COUPLES BRIDGE
President Nixon Plans To
Greet Astronauts On Hornet
Law Partnership
Is Formed Here
M. Ronald Christopher and
Harold Hurt have formed a
partnership for the general
practice of law according to an
announcement made today. The
offices for the partnership will
be in the Woodmen Building at
Maple and Third Streets.
Hurt has been in practice
here for some time and Chris-
topher recently resigned from
his position as Assistant United
States Attorney for Western
Disiriot of -Kentucky-to enter
the partnership here. He form-
erly practiced here for a short
period.
Hurt is married to the form-
er Jean Squifflet of Harrods-
burg, the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Horace Squifflet. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Hurt of Murray. He is a grad-
uate of Murray State Univer-
sity and the University of Ken-
tucky where he received his
LLB degree. He and his wife
live at 505 North Sixteenth
Street.
Christopher is married to the
former Lochie Overbey, daugh-
ter of Wells Overbey and Mrs.
Mary Belle- Clark Overbey.
They have one daughter Shan-
non Christopher, age seven
months.
Christopher is the son of Mr.
and Mrsi Maurice Christopher
of Murray. He is a graduate of
Murray High School and attend-
ed Murray State University. He
received his BA degree from
the University of Kentucky and
his Juris Doctor Degree at UK
also. He resigned recently from
his position as Assistant United
States Attorney for the Western
District of Kentucky, to which
he was appointed by Attorney
General Ramsey Clark on May
6, 1968.
He and hislamilY live at 1214
Peggy Ann Drive.
Pfc. W. D. Jackson
Serving In Vietruun
Private First Class William
D. Jackson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
.Hillman of -Murray Route
Five, is now serving with 68th
Engr. Dot. CDG with the Unit-
ed States Army in Vietnam.
Jackson is married to the for-
mer Miss Kathy Broach of Mur-
ray and they are expecting a
baby in August.
The University Faculty Coup-
les Bridge club will_ be held
Thursday night, July 24, at
7:30 at the Murray Statg Stu-
dent Union Building. Anyone
desiring to come should con
tact Mrs. Clyde McDonald or
Mrs. James ':Merino.
By EDWARD K. OBLONG
UPI Space Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI) — Apollo 11, speeding
faster and faster at the urging
of earth's gravity, passed the
halfway point in time today on
its 60-hour return from the con-
quest of the moon.
Astronauts Neil A. Armstrong,
Edwin E. Aldrin Jr., and Mi-
chael Collins, lighthearted and
joking after completing t b e
historic landing and walk on
the lunar surface, still were an-
xiously looking forward to their
splashdo-wn in the Pacific
Thursday. -
Despite their obvious good
health and good humor, Arm-
strong summed up the crew's
feelings as they faced just one
more full day in space: "No
matter where you travel, it's
always nice to get home."
Apollo 11 crossed the midway
point in time between the moon
and its return to earth at 6:47
a.m. EDT. At- that time, it was
about 148,000 miles from earth,
traveling 3,354 miles an hour,
and all three men were sleep-
ing. They went to sleep about
2 a.m. EDT.
Starting their last full day in
space and the seventh of their
historic flight that conquered
the moon, flight surgeons re-
ported all three men were in
excellent health. None had tak-
en any medication since their
liftoff from Cape Kennedy a
week ago.
Their spacecraft will acceler-
ate as the grip of earth's gray-
gets tighter until they are
racing along at 24,000 miles an
hour when they hit the earth's
atmosphere about 75 miles high
ever Australia.
During a late evening televis-
ion broadcast Tuesday that
showed "kids of all ages" what
it's like to work, eat and drink
water in space, the astronauts
asked about the weather fore-
cast for the recovery one.
They were told it should be
fine when they streak back to
earth a little after dawn 12:49
p.m. EDT toward the Hornet
where President Nixon will be
waiting to welcome them.
But the President will have to
see the astronauts through the
closed window in the end of a
35-foot, aluminum trailer be-
cause their first reward for
(continued on Page 11)
RECOVERY SHIP -This is the aircraft carrier Hornet, the
prime recovery ship to.i. the Apoelo linear Johnston-Island.
It
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CHALLENGE MEANS LIFE•
THE VOYAGE TO THE MOON which is rapidly drawing to a
conclusion is difficult, if not impossible, to describe in words.
Television commentators admitted as much over the past several
days when they pointed out that with millions watching the
tense drama, they could add little to what was occurring.
Great. Tremendous. Fantastic. These were about the only
words a person could muster in the attempt to describe his emo-
tions when the Eagle landed gently on the moon's surface, then
man, for the first time since time began, placed his footprint on
a planet other than earth.
What good is it hear some ask? Why doesn't the gov-
ernment use all of this money to remove blighted slums, feed the
hungry, erase poverty, educate the illiterate?
A good question and one difficult to fully answer.
In the first place it is not the responsibility of the govern-
ment to feed anyone or to educate anyone. We will admit that
the government has grown until a person tends to look upon it as
some separate all powerful entity which can hand out favors at
_ _
One must get back to the basic fact that there is no govern-
ment, as such, but the so called "government" is composed of
elected officials to accomplish what the people cannot accom-
plish for themselves. Any money this government obtains is
gotten by the people taxing themselves through these elected
officials.
Fundamentally the individual has the responsibility of feed.
ing himself, educating himself, and living as best he can depend-
ing on his own ingenuity, initiative and ability.
This is an unpopular idea today with the growth of the wel-
fare outlook that it is the government who should do these things,
rather than the individual.
The standing of this nation in the world and the development
of the technology of this nation, demands that challenges be con-
stantly posed, met and overcome. When Challenges cease to be
met, this nation will deteriorate.
A large percentage of welfare money that is spent. result*
In the loss of initiative on the part of the individual. Everyone
dreams of getting something for nothing and our huge welfare
program more nearly approaches this than any thing else we
know of.
Human nature being what it is, one aims at getting more and
more, not the opposite. The effort is centered on qualifying for
more aid of any kind, not less aid: destroying personal initiative,
not building it; damaging character, not strengthening it through
overcoming obstacles.
The gigantic welfare program in New York continues to grow
and only this year recipients demonstrated for higher incomes, all
of which comes from the taxpayers who not only support their
own families but pay in funds to support others.
The space program and the moon voyage tested the intelli-
gence, the ingenuity, the ability, the inventiveness, the tech-
nology and the initiative of America. It is these qualities which
make a strong people, not the handing out of a like amount of
money on the dole system.
We hasten to say that a reasonable welfare program to aid
the unfortunate is certainly in keeping with American tradition.
How far to go is the issue, and who qualifies. Apparently it is a
non-ending thing with too many averages being used as criteria.
History is made by people who attempt (with calculated
risks) what might seem to be extremely difficult if not impossible,
objectives, then succi:ed. The space program brings out the best
in man and it is for this reason that we support it.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS- INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, on President
Nixon's departure on an 11-day round-the-world trip:
"The message of the olive branch left on the moon by astronauts
Armstrong and Aldrin will be carried by the President in his per-
sonal effort to find the road to peace, progress and human under-
standing for all mankind."
WASHINGTON - President Nixon, accepting a trophy honoring
him as "America's No. 1 baseball tan,"
"This will have a very proud place in the presidential library."
SPACE CENTkR, Houston - A NASA spokesman, discussing
the one-year delay of the launch of a proposecrspace station,
which will now be orbited in 19'72:
"The change in plans will permit simplification of the previously
announced 1911 mission, as well as augment the capability of that
mission to perform space and earth - oriented research."
MILWAUKEE, Wis. - An official of "the Flying Indians of
Acapulco" discussing the arrest- of a female member of the troop
for appearing bare breasted in a traditional ceremony:
"This is a ritual that has been put on for years. There's nothing
dirty about it. You can go to any movies downtown and it's worse.
Dirt is dirt and there's nothing wrong with this,"
Bible Thought for Today
• The expectation of the poor shall not perish, — Psalm 9:18.
We are God's almoners. We must help the young, the weak, the
unfortunate.
Dr. Kenneth G. Rees
Hospital Staff
Elects Dr. Ross
Chief For Year
Dr. Kenneth G. Ross has been
eletted chief of the medical staff
of Henry County General
Hospital. He will serve until July
1, 1970.
Others elected were Dr. I. H.
Jones, vice-chief, and Dr. D. M.
Norman, secretary-treasurer.
Dr. Ray Smith and Dr, Paul
Mobley also are members of the
staff executive committee.
Dr. Ross appointed members to
several committees at the first
meeting of the executive com-
mittee.
Forage Fact
for
The Farmer
Good pasture can be one of
the most profitable crops on a
farm. But we still have thous-
ands of open cropland acres in
this area that are neglected and
worn out . . . little more than
exercising grounds. These per-
manent pastures are so poor
that almost anything we do to
them will improve them.
What can we do to pep up
these pastures?
First, we need to kick the
old notion that seastorina buiiris
up soil and that pastures need
no soil treatment. You've got to
replace what walks off as bone,
milk and meat, just as you
would replace what goes into a
100 bushel corn crop.
I like to think of this acre-
age as "lazy or loafing land"
and all we need to do is get it
working for us. With planning
and management, the job can
be easily accomplished.
Most of the pasture land of
which we are speaking needs
only to be renovated. This mere-
ly means to improve the pas-
ture by partial destruction of
the grass sod, plus liming, fer-
tilizing and seeding as may oe
required to establish and re-
establish desirable forage plants
without an intervening crop.
Research and farmer experi-
ence in the area have shown
where red clover and ladino
clover were introduced into ex-
isting grass sods, yields climbed
more than 50 per cent in the
establishment year. High fer-
tilization and top management
keeps yields high during suc-
ceeding years of production.
If your pastures have become
"lazy" and unproductive, plan
to give them the renovation
treatment next year. Informat-
ion on this practice can be ob-
tained at your local County Ex-
tension Office.
ISRAELI SAPEtry A lass in
Jerusalem displays one of
new plastic refuse containers
Installed to foil saboteurs,
somewhat. The former metal
„containers were fine places
to-plarit bombs tn'the refuse.
The plastic containers aren't
as destructive when blown
to pieces, and are below head
lever, another safety. feature.
"AS YOU TALK TO US from the Sea of Tranquility, it inspires us to redouble our efforts
to bring peace and tranquility to Earth," President Nixon telephones tO astronauts Neil
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, shown on the Moon during the conversation. Replied
Armstrong, it is "a great honor and privileg„? . . to be here representing not only the
United States but men of peace of all nations." 
_
Wash'
By HOWARD FIELDS
WASHINGTON gm — Two
authors, in a book just publish-
ed, advocate the "complete a-
bandonment of the nuclear
power plant" program as un-
safe.
The book, entitled "Perils of
the Peaceful Atom," was writ-
ten by Richard Curtis and Eli-
sabeth Hogan and was publish-
ed by Doubleday. It asks "whe-
ther anything could be mad-
der than to continue erecting
this threat to the human race
of incredible magnitude."
Dozens of such plants already
are in various degrees of op-
eration, construction or plan-
ning.
Two nuclear4, scientists re-
plied after a review of the
book, "It is strictly a biased
misleading, sensational politi-
cal tract. It constitutes a pub-
lic disservice." '
Scientists' Review
Dr. James G. Beckerley, pres-
ident of Radioptics Inc. and
co-author of a book on nuclear
reactor safety, and Dr. Norman
Hilberry, professor a nuclear
engineering at the University
of Arizona, said the book "is
not a balanced account of the
safety aspects of present and
n Window
future nuclear power construe-
tian."
Curtis, a free-lance writer,
and Miss Hogan, a member of
the Conunittee for Environmen-
tal Information, both from New
York, Oarge that the Atomic
Eneraw Commission promoted
the building of nuclear react-
ors without giving proper con
sideration to safeguards and
even at the sacrifice of some
safety features.
The authors contend that
atomic radiation is being re-
leased into the environment by
even the smallest of the react-
ors. They also decry the build-
ing of reactors so close to ma-
jor cities.
As an example of the alleg-
ed danger, they cited an acci-
dent in 1966 at the Enrico Fer-
mi power plant 30 miles south
af Detroit. They said that due
partially to untested controls,
the Fermi reactor came close
to bursting its walls and spew-
ing "clouds of lethal gas" eas-
ily carried by the wind to De-
troit.
Authors' Question
The book says the govern-
ment offered immunity to nu-
clear power plants owned by
utilities in case of accident
claims. The authors then ask:
"If utilities are sufficiently con-
vinced of the safety of nuclear
plants to be willing to gamble
with the lives, health and pro-
perty of the public, why are
they not equally willing to as-
sume financial responsibility
for accidents at such plants?"
They also call for formation
of some sort of committee to
lead the fight against nuclear
reactors.
Beckerley and Hilberry, in
their review, accuse Curtis and
Miss Hogan of writing a book
devoid of "a rational and ob-
jective analysis of the safety
aspects of nuclear power, a
matter with which the public
has a legitimate concern and
a right to objective and under-
standable information."
New Star, Old Pros
NEW YORK (UPI) — Jose
Feliciano, one of the newest
recording stars, whose version
of "Light My Fire" is at the
top of most pop polls, will be a
featured performer on Bing
Crosby's RCA Special to be
shown on NBC-TV at 10-11
p.m. on Oct. 23.
He'll join Crosby, Bob Hope
and The Supremes in the pro-
gram that will feature Crosby
and Hope reminiscing about
their seven "road" movies, the
first of which was "Road to
Singapore" in 1940 and, may-
be the last, "Road to Hong
Kong" in 1962.
curred during a peacetime per-
Veterans Questions ;A, so you are paid the author-
and Answers 
lied peacetime rate, which if PO
Q — I understanfl that a lifiv
was recently passed which in-
creases the amount of a direct
loan which the Veterans Ad-
ministration can make to a vet-
eran. If so, what is the new
amsunt?
A — Under a law signed by
President Nixon on June 6,
1989, the VA may now make dir-
ect loans up to a maximum of
/21,000. The old limit was $17,-
500_ • 4
Q — My father is permanent-
ly and totally disabled due ta
service-connected disability in-
curred in World War II. I am
19 years old and married. Am I
eligible for educational assist-
ance from the Veterans Admin-
istration?
A — Yes. Marriage does not
affect your eligibility to VA
educational assistance if you are
otherwise entitled under the
War Orphans and Widows Edu-
cational Assistance Law.
Q — I have a 10 pet cent
service-connected disability in-
curred in 1963. I am receiving
$18 a month. Why don't I re-
ceive $23.
A — Your disability was in-
per cent (to the nearest dollar)
of the wartime rate. The period
from Feb. 1, 1955, through Aug
4, 1964, is considered peacetime.
The Viet-Nam era, from Aug.
5, 1964, to some future date, is
enaidered wastime.
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TV CAMEOS: Jim Komack
Actors to Have Their Day
By MEL HEIMER
IT'S AN in-phrase these
months, if not exactly a new
one. and Jim Kiornack thinks it
applies fairly well to the pro-
duction of ABC-TV's new „com-
edy series due in the autumn;
-The Courtship of Eddie's Fa-
ther": "Now the inmates are
running the asylum."
Translated for the layman, it
means that the actors are hav-
ing a big say in what they do
and say on the show—and so, it
is. The energetic, genial Ko-
mack was a Broadway star in
-'Damn Yankees" and a TV
regular as crazy dentist Dr.
Blair on Jackie Cooper's "Hen-
nessey." Now, he'S the pro-
ducer, occasional director and
now-and-then performer on
"Eddie"—and the show's star,
Bill Bixby, is, Jim insists, more
of a co-worker and colleague
rather than a big-name proper-
ty to whom script is handed.
• • •
" 'EDDIE' IS a collaboration
of the frienIlLship, talent and
dreams of Bill and myself,
something we have wanted to
do since Bill was starring in
'My Favorite Martian,' which
I directed for a year or so,"
Jim says.
Actually, their friendship
grew from a tiny incident that
seems right out of an old Betty
Grable movie. Komack was in
a room off the sound stage of a
"Hennessey" in which he was
acting when he heard Bixby,
who was just a little old extra,
deliyie.r the line "He went that
Way: 
"I ran cut in the hall and
ctsai'Hey, who said that What
a great voice!' Whereupon Bill
just ptared at me and shook his
head and said 'You're whacky,'"
Komack says.
• • •
trHUS BEGAN an alliance,
however, that thickened when
Komack was directing "Mar-
tian," in which Bixby co-starred
with Ray Walston who—but
that's another story. "I was
convinced, all these years," Jim
says, "that Bill could 'be k big
star as a light leading man in,
say, the Gig young style.
Bixby did three unsold pilots
after "Martian" finished up,
and was looking around for the
right thing—when Herb Solow,
MOM's production chief, came
up with "Eddie" ... and brought
Bill and Jim together once
more. They were dubious at
in "Eddie"
The friendship of Bill Bixby (leftY and Jhet Komack
goes back many years, and now they're teamed up
as producer and star of '^fhe Courtship of Eddies
Father," ABC's new fall entry in the TV sweepstakes.
first. "Look," Komack told So- great. in the part, mostly be-
low, "we're not going to do a cause I was so darned excited
kids' show." After an hour of and. exuberant about beAng or
listening to what Solow had in  Broadway," Jim says. "and then
min , explaining Th TaFricist one day I didn't get the laugh,
"Odd Couple" relationship of ter and applause I was used to
Bixby and little Brandon Cruz, and I asked Ray about it.
who pi a y s Bill's 6-year-old
son, Komack nodded. "We're go-
ing to do a kids' show," he de-
cided.
A native New Yorker and a
bomber gunner in Manila during
Wcrld War II, Komack was a
cafe performer until his Broad-
way break in 1955 atiti after
that he acted steadily—but, he
says with a grin, he's had it as
an actor. "I'll say this for act-
ing, though," he adds. "It sure
helps, when you- get to be
known, in getting good tables
in restaurants."
• • • -
A MOD dresser with stylishly
long hair, Jim was a big hit
in a comparatively ,small part
as 11c,cky in "Damn Yankees,"
which brings us to Mr. Walston.
"For months I 'seemed to go
• • •
"WELL,' HE SAID, 'your
mother and father and Uncles
and aunts have all seen the show
by now and you've become
bored,' So what do I do now?'
I asked miserably. 'Now,' Ray
said, 'you learn how to act,'"
So Walston, the old pro, tu-
tored wet-behind-the-ears Jim-,
my—and years latei there was
Komack directing Walston in a
"Martian" segment and trying
to get him to perform a certain
way. "Look," Waiston said in
mild irritation. "don't forget I
taught you how to act." "Yes,"
Komack said, "aria now I'm bet-
ter than.you•—so do it my way."
And they did. If inclined to, and
forgiven' by your betters, you
might sky the cycle had come
full 'round.
plat:flouted by King Features Syndielite-
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am, or Biological Isolation
Garment, it's called. This is
the suit frogmen will toss
into the Apollo 11 capsule at
splashdown for the three.
astronauts to put on for
transfer to the Mobile Quar-
antine Facility on the Hornet.
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Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
WASHINGTON UPI - Richard
M. Nixon likes to needle a little.
He found a time prime target
in Lefty Grove, officially desig-
nated the greatest lefthanded pit-
cher in history and the type of
performer whose annual season
record generally was something
like 18 and 0.
"Why did you lose so many
games? the president asked the
white-haired 69-year-old ex-Phil-
adelphia and Boston ace, possibly
having been tipped off that Grove
was especially sensitive about
every single defeat in his hey-
day.
Proud as always, Lefty Grove,
all six-feet-three of him, raised
tall and came right back with:
"It wasn't me; it was theother
eight guys. You'd have to ask
them."
The president laughed hearti-
ly.
The East Room of the White
House isn't ordinarily given over
to a dance but the people inbase-
ball had a ball there Tuesday,
a few hours before the All-Star
game was rained out and moved
up to today.
In a remarkable display of
hospitality, cordiality andpatien-
ce, Richard Nixon stood at the
head of the receiving line along
with Bowie Kuhn, the baseball
commissioner, for almost an
hour and greeted nearly 400 var-
ious baseball personalities.
The guests included Joe Di-
Maggio, Mrs. Babe Ruth, Casey
Stengel, Tom Seaver, Ted Will-
iams, Ron -Santo, Mike Andrews
and Jerry Koosman - along with
hundreds of others. Few larger
receptions ever have been held
in the East Room.
"Do you think this was the
biggest one ever here?" someone
asked Herb Klein, the president's
communications director.
"I don't know about that, but
I think he had the most fun at
this one," Klein replied.
Nixon smiled and looked happy
throughout all the introductions
and he had a word for virtually
everyone with whom he shook
hands.
When Joe DiMaggio stepped
up, the president spoke with him
about Reggie Jackson, the red-
hot home run slugger with the
Oakland A's for whom Joe D.
is a coach.
"You're doing a good job teach-
ing that fellow how to hit," the
president said to DiMaggio.
"No, I'm not," Joe said. "He's
doing it all on his own." Richard
Nixon showed he followed all the
clubs, even Montreal's expansion
Expos, mired deep in the National
League's East basement.
Gene Mauch, their manager,
came along to shake hands and
the president told him:
"Stay with 'em. Get a little
more pitching and you'll be al-
right."
Nixon displayed particular sy-
mpathy with the managers. He
spoke at some length with Bob
Skinner, the Phillies' skipper,
and told him that such stars
as Richie Allen and the Jets'
Joe Namath should never leave
baseball or football for some-
thing else because they "need
the fulfillment of sports."
When Jim Lonborg, the Red
Sox' pitcher stepped up, Nixon
said:
"It's nice to meet another
Californian. How's the leg?"
To Jim Campbell, Detroit's
general manager, he said, "I
hope you get back up there aga-
in," and when Frank Cashen,
Baltimore's executive vice-pres-
ident was introduced, Nixon gri-
nned and offered":
"You have nothing to worry
about."
Cashen, taken aback for an
instant, replied: "Oh yes, I do."
The president greeted Seaver
this way: "Oh, I know you. You
were a good pitcher even before
the Mets were good."
He told Mrs. Babe Ruth, his
wife still had an autographed
picture of the Babe and he men-
tioned to Mrs. Lou Gehrig he
had once seen her husband play
in a previous All-Star game.
Ford Frick, who used to be
baseball commissioner, also was
at the reception which was held
In conjunction with the game's
100th anniversary. He has been
a guest in the White House prev-
iously, but he said he never saw
anything like this before.
All-Stars Scheduled To Play
Today At 12:45 p.m.
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor
WASHINGTON UPI - In the
face of an ominous weather fore-
cast, they'll try again at 1:45
p.m. EDT today to stage base-
ball's 40th annual major league
All-Star Game. The only change
in the pitching plans was Spiro
Agnew for Richard Nixon.
The U. S. Weather Bureau saw
a 50 per cent chance of more
thunderstorms like the Tuesday
evening deluge that forced the
first postponement of the mid-
summer classic since it was
started in 1933.
The starting pitchers remain
the same - southpaw Steve Carl-
ton, 12-5, for the slightly favored
National League and righthander
Denny McLain, 14-5, for the home
team American League.
But the rain washed out the
scheduled appearance of Presi-
dent Nixon, honored only hours
earlier as the "Nation's No. I
baseball fan," as the ceremonial
first-pitch tosser. Nixon had to
leave late Tuesday night for San
Francisco on the first leg of a
world tour.
Thus the first pitch honor in
baseball's centennial summer fa-
lls to Vice President Agnew.
Carlton, the St. Louis Cards'
ace lefty who got the game start-
ing assignment because he was
well rested, was annoyed by the
postponement because now he fig-
ures he may be too well rested.
"I haven't pitched since last
Wednesday," Carlton pointed
out. "That's six days' rest and
it could be too much. I think
perhaps I would have been sharp-
er last night."
Another rainout last Sunday,
when Carlton had been scheduled
to pitch for St. Louis, was a fac-
tor in his long absence from the
mound. Schoendienst said today
he had made no change in his
plans to follow Carlton on the
hill with first Juan Marichal of
the San Francisco Giants and then
either Bill Singer of the Los Ang-
eles Dodgers or Phil Niekro
of the Atlanta Braves.
Smith still declined to pick
the pitchers who will follow Mc-
Lain, preferring to "wait and see
how the game developes."
412 k'
Water Cascaded Down The Dugout Steps At Robert F. Kennedy hkUei
Minn.
Oakland
Kan. City
Seattle
Chicago
Calif.
Atlanta
Los Ang.
San Fran.
Cincinnati
Houston
San Diego
Poseefewa.sa.4Ketasepoo4eKsa44::
Standintp, r,
romeiCreorNawrocar‘t.lowrocrapeo.r‘
National League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
Chicago 843 37 619
New York 53 39 578 4- %
St. Louis 49 48 .505 11
Pitts. 47 48 .495 12
Phila. 39 55 .415 19%
Montreal 31 85 .323 28%
Wast
W. L.
56 42
53 41
54 42
48 41
48 48
3366
Pct.
.571
.584
.5&3
539
.500
.337
GB
1
1
3%
7
23
Monday's Gam.,
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
AU Star Game, ppd., rain
Wednesday's Games
Al(Star (hane: NL All-Stars
vs. AL All-Stars at Washington,
D. C., 1:45 p.
Thursdays Gainits
Cinci at New York, night
San Diego at Pitts., night
Los Angeles at Chicago
San Fran at St. Louis, night
Montreal at Atlanta, n4ht
Phila at Houston, night
American League
East
W. L. Pct.
Baltimore 65 31 .677
Boston 54 42 .563
Detroit 52 41 .559
Wash. 51 50 .505
New York 46 52 469
Cleve. 38 59 .392
West
W. L. Pct. GB
59 37 .815
53 39 .576
41 55 .427
40 55 .421
40 56 .417
36 58 .383
GB
11
11%
16%
20
27%
3%
18
18%
19
21%
Monday's Gamas
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Gam*,
All-Star Game, ppd., rain
W•driesda y's Games
All-Star Gune: NT, All-Stars
vs. AL All-Stars at Washington,
D. C., 1:45 p. m. (EDT)
Thursday's Games
Wash at Oakland, night
New York at Calif., night
Boston at Seattle, night
Kan City at Detroit, night
Minn at Cleveland, night
Chicago at Baltimore, night
CENTENNIAL SEASON
HARRISBURG, Pa. UPI - Gov.
Raymond P. Shafer, in ceremon-
ies attended by Joe Patera°,
1968 Coach of the Year, Tuesday
proclaimed this year as "College
Football Centennial Season" in
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania was the site of
the first college football game
in 1869 between Rutgers and Pri-
nceton.
HILL TOP WINNER
NEW YORK UPI - Dave Hill,
the only man on the golf tour to
win three tournaments this year,
Tuesday moved into first place
In the PGA weekly money-winning
list with1129,343.
Hill,- who earned $30,000 for
the victory in the Philadelphia
Classic last weekend, has also
won the Memphis Open and the
Buick Open this year.
Football Roundup
Packers Lose Jacobs;
Ryan Is Impressive
By PETE ALFANO
UPI Sports Writer
In baseball its three strikes
and you're out and the same
may now be true for foottrail
player Allen Jacobs of the New
York Giants.
Jacobs, who missed the 1967
and 1968 season because of ialur-
ies, made it three years in a w
Tuesday when he broke his
arm during a contact drill
was told he would be out for the
season.
The 6-foot-215-pound fullback,
who came to the Giants in 1966
from the Green Bay Packers,
will be operated on by team pby-
sician Dr. Anthony Pisani at
Park City Hospital in Bridle-
port, Conn.
Frank Ryan, the veteran quar-
terback of the Cleveland -Browns
who lost his job to Bill Nelsen
last season, impressed Coach
Blanton Collier during Tuesday's
passing drills.
Pleased With Players
"I haven't seen him throwing
that well since 1964," was Coll-
ier's appraisal of Ryan. The
coach also was pleasedwith Gary
Collins, the wide receiver who
missed most of the 1968 season
with a shoulder separation.
Three players are still miss-
ing from the Cleveland camp-
defensive halfback Erich Barnes,
who is tied up with business
transactions in New York, and
unsigned rookies Ron Johnson
and Al Jenkins.
Coach Dick Nolan of the San
Francisco 49ers threatened to
trade holdouts Clifton McNeil
and Howard Mudd, each of whom
was scheduled to report last
Sunday.
"I would trade a holdout if I
could get someone who could
help me," said Nolan. "I'm try-
ing to get a team together.'
,
Fined Every Day
McNeil and Mudd, who are
looking for more money, are
being fined for every day they
miss of camp.
Claudis James, the sometime
Green Bay Packer, said he was
ready to play this season despite
the contradictory claims of the
Los Angeles Rams.
James, who was traded to the
Rams last week for a high draft
choice, was sent back to Green
Bay because Los Angeles claim-
ed he had a knee injury.
The speedy receiver, who was
injured in a game against Atlanta
last season in which he caught
two touchdown passes, is await-
ing results of new tests on the
knee and is confident he can play
for someone in the league.
Pony League
All-Stars
Play Tonight
The Murray Pony League
All Stars will meet the Wadi-
nville All Stars in the first
game tonight (Wednesday) at
en p. m. at the Murray Pony
gee field in the Murray City
ark.
The second game will start
at six p. m. on Thursday and if
a third game is needed it will
follow the Thursday game.
JETS INJURED
HEMPSTEAD, N. Y. UPI -
Three New York Jets, including
Randy Rasmussen, who will like-
ly succeed retired guard Bob
Talamini, were injured Tuesday
as the squad continued workouts
in preparation for its Aug. 1,
game with the College All-Stars.
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AMIlltICAPI LEAGUE
BATTING (275 at NMI—Carew, Minn.,
154; R.SmItti, Best.. .339; 011va, Minn.,
339; F.Rcilinnsol, Balt., .320; F.Howerd,
Wash., .213.
RUNS-.-R Jackson, Oak, Si. Blair,
Bait , 77; F Robinson Bait- 76;
F.Howard, Wash, 72; Uhlaencier, Minn.,
44.
RUNS BATTED IN—Killebrew, Minn.,
91; Poweti, Bait., 56: R.Jackson, Oak., 71i.
F.14award. Wash., 73; Yastrzemski, Bost..
70.
HITS—Blair, Bait. 12.4; Oliva, Minn.,
171; F.Howard, Wash., 115; F.Robinson,
Balt., 112; R.SmItt, Bost., 112.
DOUBLES—R.Jeckson, Oak., 24; Carew,
Minn , 24; Oliva, Minn., 24; Buford, Butt.,
22; Blair, Balt. 22,
TRIPLES—R.Smith, Be,?., 5; McAuliffe,
Def.. 5; Clarke. N.Y., 5; Megan, Sea., 5;
11 tled with 4.
HOME RUNS—R.Jackson, Oak., 12;
F.Howard, Wash.. 34; Yastrzemski, Bost.,
29; Killebrew, Minn. 20; PetroceIll, Bost.,
WEDNESDAY — JULY 23, 1916)
25
STOLEN BASES—Harper, See.. 45;
C fiffijklbrIff ill, Oak.. 34; Kelly, K.C., 34;
Cardinal. Cleve., V; Foy, K.0 22.
PITCHING (111 Dec Isions)—McNetty,
Bait., 134. 1.000, 2.011; Lends, Det. 13-2,
.1167, 2.76; Odom, Oak., 143, 1124, 2.41;
Palmer, Salt., 9-3, .11111, 1.45; Phoebus,
Bait., 9-3..750 3.58; Nagy, Bost., 6-2, .750,
3.04.
STRIKEOUTS—McDowell, Cleve., 1%;
Lotich, Dot., 151; Cute, Bost., 143;
Boswell, Minn , 1111; MessersmItti, Calif.,
114.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
9— BATTING 1275 at bats)—M Alou, P111.,
.354; Stargell, Pitt., .347; A.Johnson Cin.,
.342; Clemente, Pitt., .342; C..lones, N.Y.,
.341
RUNS—Bends, S.F., 70; Kesainalit.
Chic., 76; Wynn, Houst., 115rAtierez, Cln.,
70: M.Alou, Pitt., 611; Tolan CM.. U.
RUNS BATTED IN—Santo, Chic., 44;
Banks, Chic., 79; McCovey, S.F., 79;
L.May, Cln., 74; Perez, Gin., 71.
HITS--M.ALOU, Pitt., 146; Kessinger,
Chic., 123; Talon Cin., 123; Perez, Ctn..
121; B.WIlliams, Chic., 120.
DOUBLES—M.Alou, Pitt., 30;
Kissinger. Chic., 20; %Airco, Alt., 24,
Brock, St.L., 23; Laboy, MIt.. 71
B.W1Illams, Chic., 21.
TRIPLES—B.WIlliams, Chic. 9; Tolan.
On., 9; Clemente, Pitt., 7; PInsons-.St.L..
6; Rose, Cm., 6, Wilts, L.A., 6; W.Davis.
L.A. 6.
HOME RUNS—McCovity, S.F., 30;
L May, Cit., 29; H.Aaron Att., 24; Wynn.
Heusi., 22; Perez, Ctn.. 22.
STOLEN BASES—Brock, St.L., 347
Ponds. S.F., 27; Moroam Hove.. 23:
Little League
Tourney Opens
Paducah
Southern and Marshall County
scored opening round victories
in the Little League District
Tournament here Monday night.
Paducah Southern stopped
Graves County 5-3 and Marshall
turned back Paducah American
6-4.
Paducah Soilthern 002 012-5 9 0
Graves County 100 200-3 7 0
Marshall Coupty 001 300 2-4 12 2
Paducah" American 001 030 0-4 4 2
Wills, L.A., 22; T.Taylor, Phil., 15.
PITCHING III DecIsions)—Markhal,
S.F. 114. .763. 2.12; Carroll, Ctn., 12-4,
.730, 3.24; J.Ray, Houst., 6-2, .750, 3.73;
Baldschun, S.D., 6-2, .793, 313; Moose,
Pitt., 6-2, .750, 4.25.
STRIKEOUTS—Jenkins, Chic., 164;
Gibson, SILL. 159; Singer, L.A., 151;
D.Wilson, Houst.. 149; Seaver, N.Y.. 131,
Rasmussen suffered a slight
muscle pull in the left leg, rook-
ie Steve O'Neal, suffered a bruise
or tear to his right shoulder
and linebacker Cal McAdams br-
uised his left knee.
U. S. CHOICE
SWISS
STEAK
L. 79t
'61 (lick
ROAST
L. 490
MATCHLESS
BACON
590
/4 PORK HAWAIIAN
LOIN I PUNCHsiTild As Mixed Chops 46-am CAN
L. 690
Le.
3/$1.00
Texas football League ts -
Trying WS* O.J. Simpson
HOUSTON UPI - The Texas
Football League apparently wan-
ts outsiders to begin to take the
loop a little more seriously.
The loop signed the most pro-
lific runner in the history of the
Southwest Conference Tuesday
and now is after the hottest
unsigned property in football to-
day-namely 0. J. Simpson.
"I offered Simpson 80 per
cent of the net gate for our
eight home games, or a flat
$15,000 per game for our entire
16-game schedule." said Henry
-5-tedium
Hight, one of five owners of the
IF L's San Antonio Toros.
"I frankly don't see how he
can turn the offer down, if he is
as great a drawing card as he
says he is," Hight said.
"We have a 20,000 seat stad-
ium and even if we drew 15,000
per game he could make a for-
tune. That would gross about
$75,000 and we need approxim-
ately $20,000 for stadium rental
and other expenses. Take about
80 per cent of that and you have
$44,000 per game or better than
 1350,000 for the season,"
"It's not every day you get
offered that kind of money,"
Simpson said in Los Angeles.
"My manager called me and
told me about it this morning.
I'm flattered to receive it.
"But right now we're still
hopeful we can work something
out with the Buffalo Bills. I'm
hopeful we can because I want
to play in the National Football
League.
"If we can't work out a deal
with Buffalo or a trade, then
we'll go on to the outside Offers "
Simpson said.
Chris Gilbert, thejeading run-
ner in the history of the Southwest
Conference, signed a contract
Tuesday with the TFL's Fort
Worth Braves. The size of the
contract was not disclosed.
Gilbert, a second-string All-
American last year at Texa.s,
was drafted• fifth by the world
champion New York Jets, but
Gilbert said he and the Jets
never could came close to reach-
ing an agreement on a contract.
BOWLING SCHEDULED
• 5
ST. LOUIS UPI - The Profess-
ional Bowlers,Association Tues-
day announced the selection of St.
Louis as its first stop on ,,the
fall tour this October.
SALAD DRESSING
MIRACLE
WHIP
Qt. Jar 490
IGA
SOFT
DRINKS
121
12 Oz.
DETERGENT
FAB
Giant Size
690
VIEJGAINA
SAUSAGE
5 Oz Can
St80
EVAPORATED
MILK
Tall Can
272*
!GA
FRUIT
COCKTAIL
303 CAN
4/89
SUNSHINE
DOG
FOOD
25 Lb. Bas
$An_
11
ICEBERG
LETTUCE
2/290
Large Homegrown
PPERS
Eath
WATER—
MELONSLb. 2
b9 0
WINESAP
APPLES 
I Lb. Bag
490
44.
OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY
CLOSED SUNDAYS
We Sell,Travellers Eipress Money Orders
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Prices In This Ad good Thni Tuesday,July •
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Pictured above are twenty-nine of the fifty-three Jackson Purchase area beauties
In the 1969 Purchase District Fair Queen Contest
at Mayfield Fairgrounds. Seated, first row, left to right: Darlene Stuart, Murray;
Jonda Hall, Gilbertsville; Marilyn Reed, Calvert City; Ruthis Toon, Mayfield Route
3; Linda Boyd and Mary Janice Morton, Murray; Donna Futrell, Mayfield, Linda
Pierce. Cuba, and Dana Gibson, Marne Anderson, Rita McDaniel and Catherine
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have been married nearly 30 years. We
have grown children who all have families of their own. It
seems that over the years I have lost my wife to our
children. All her time is spent wtth this daughter or that son
and their families, who all live within 20 miles of us. She has
made a regular career out of "sitting" every evening with
one of her grandchildren.
Night after night I have sat in my den alone watching
television. My wife gets home about midnight or a little
after, at which time I am already in bed.
My wife insisted I go out and enjoy myself, so I took her
advice which led to meeting a beautiful 51-year-old widow.
We are compatible in every way. In short, we have fallen in
love. Now I'm not lonely anymore and neither is this widow.
My problem is, am I doing the right thing? How can I
tell my wife about this affair? She doesn't suspect a thing as
I'm always home before she is. DISILLUSIONED
DEAR DISILLUSIONED: If you want what sounds like a
"good excuse" for your affair, you have one. But that doesn't
make it right.
DEAR ABBY: My wife spoon-fed our son until be was
nearly five years old. He is nearly 16, and she is still
"babying" him and catering to his every whim.
Unfortunately he is our only child so she has been able to
devote her entire life to being a "good" mother to him.
Her excuse, "He will be going into the service pretty
soon and I want him to enjoy life at home while he can."
The day he was eligible to drive a car she bought him
one with her "savings." He has always been the best dressed
kid in Highland Park, Illinois, and he's so spoiled you can
smell him in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
He is smart, but he's lazy, and barely makes his grades
even with tutoring.
My question: If my wife decides to listen to a competent
family counselor, can this kid be saved? Or do you think it's
too late? HIS FATHER
DEAR FATHER: It's never tee late. The word from here
Is "try."
DEAR ABBY: As Dr. Paul Ehrlich of Stanford untVileldty
has observed, "Anyone who stands in the way of measures to
bring down the birth rate is automatically working for a rise
in the death rate."
Those who understand what the unchecked increase in
population means to the future of the world believe that it is
morally wrong for a couple to have more than two children.
Tell "ARGUING" to explain that to her husband when he
insists that she agree to having four children. (Or better yet,
have two, and adopt two.) CONSERVATIONIST
DEAR CONSERVATIONIST: Lord Brain of Great
Britain, another like-minded man said it still another way:
"When, wherever you live in the world, you can have
children only when you wish, that will be a revolution with
more far-reaching effects on the pattern of human culture
than the discovery of atomic energy."
CONFIDENTIAL TO "MARINE'S GIRL": Do as he has
asked you to do. and go with others while he is gone. If you
really "love" him, and there is faithfulness in your heart, it
will remain there until he returns. You are only 16, and a bit
too young to wear a "RESERVED" sign.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a persoludreply write to Abby. Box 69700. Los Angeles, Cal. monk andenclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
HAROLD T. HURT
AND
M. RONALD CHRISTOPHER
Former Assistant United States District Attorney
for the Western District of Kentucky
Announce the Formation of a
Partnership for the General Practice
of Law
to be known as
HURT and CHRISTOPHER
Woodmen Building
3rd and Maple Streets Telephone.
Murray,Kentucky 42071 502-753712:62
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Burge, Mayfield. Standing, second row, I. to r.: Marilyn Moseley, Mayfield; SusieCombs and Que Duncan, Benton; Vicki Hall, Gilbertsville; Nancy Conlon, Sedalia;Brenda Richardson, Murray; and Judy Smith, Jen Clymer and Jennie Mike,Mayfield; Marsha Hosford, Murray; Dinah Clayton, Hardin; Pam Clapp, Mayfield;Joy Jobe, Water Valley; Jon Ray Browder, Fulton; Linda Copeland, Benton Route 5;Mary Ann Colley, Mayfield Route 3 and Janis Ann Carter, Arlington.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Duncan
of Murray Route One, Penny-
Airport Road, are the parents
of a daughter, Amy Sue, weigh-
ing six pounds three ounces,
botn on Monday, July 21, at
12:08 a.m. at the Murray-Cal-
loway County. Hospital.
They have two other daugh-
ters, Meg, age five, and Beth,
age two. The new father is a
graduate student in Spanish at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. a is d
Mrs. Bill Duncan of Wichita
Falls, Texas, and Mr. and Mrs.
Quincy Lee of Roswell, New
Mexico. Mrs. Bill Duncan is
here visiting her son and fazn-
ily.
• • •
Penny Sue is the name cho-
sen by Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pren-
tice Futrell of Murray Route
Six for their baby girl, weigh-
ing nine pounds three ounces,
born on Saturday, July 19, at
7:55 p.m. at the Murray-Callo-
way County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. Lai-
vean Lovett of Murray Route
Three, Burlie Prentice Futrell
of Murray Route Six, and Mrs.
Marie Futrell of Norfolk, Va.
Mrs. Edna Donelson of Murray
Route Three is a great grand-
mother.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Bur-
keen of Murray Route Two an-
nounce the birth of a son, Sean
Allan, weighing seven pounds
five ounces, born on Sunday,
July 20, at 5:12 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Gaylon E. Burkeen of Dex-
ter Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
M. H. Ripperdan of Branden-
burg. Arthur King of Payneville
is a great grandfather.
Briddi 'Coffee* -
Held On Saturday
For Miss Jan Jones
Miss Jan Jones, August 17th
bride-elect of Billy Wilson, was
complimented with a lovely cof-
fee held at the home of Mrs.
Maurine Hopson on Saturday
afternoon, July 19.
The gracious hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Hopson,
Mrs. Coleman McDevitt, a n d
Mrs. James C. Hart.
For the prenuptial event the
honoree chose to wear a brown
and white bolero styled voile
dress with brown and white ac-
cessories. Her gift corsage was
a favorite of Miss Jones which
was a field corsage consisting
of yellow and white daisies, red
rosebuds, and bachelor buttons.
Guests were greeted at the
door by Mrs. Hopson and signed
the bridal book which was plac-
ed on an antique marble top
chest in the lovely foyer. A bou-
quet of fresh garden flowers
was beautifully arranged_ and
sat on the chest.
The dining table was over-
laid with a white linen cloth
centered with a colorful bou-
quet of fresh garden flowers.
Two white tapers burned from
single silver holders on either
side of the arrangement.
Dainty sandwiches and cook-
ies were served and Mrs. Carl
Lockhart, grandmother of the
bride, presided at the silver
service throughout the after-
noon. Mrs. McDevitt's grand-
daughter, Little Miss Susan Mc-
Devitt, assisted in the serving.
Widmark-NicGoohan
' I fiLL YWOOD ((IPI) -
Richard Widmark will star with
Patrick McGoohan in —l'hr
Moonshine War" at MGM.
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
Rho Chapter Of Alpha Della Kappa
Holds Luncheon In PresideSt's Lounge
The Rho Chapter of Alpha cheon meeting at the Presi-Delta Kappa held a special lun- dent's Lounge of the Student
Union Building, Murray StateMiss Twila Adams university, on Monday, July 21,
Honored At Shower at eleven-thirty o'clock in the
m ming .At The Dunn Home Special guests at the meeting
were Elna Cooper of the Iota
Chapter, Toledo, Ohio; Chris.
tine H. Balthasar, Aline Bow-
land, Patty Petway, and Myra
Hicks of the Lambda Chapter,
Paducah; Lucy Peak of the
Kentucky Eta chapter.
Other guests were Margaret
Harris, retired teacher of the
Little Red School House, New
York, who is here with the ACE
workshop, and Dr. Lois John-
son, coordinator for study
courses and conferences for
ACE
Dr. Gwendolyn Grossman. pre-
sident,- has resigned as she has
accepted a position at Ball Uni-
versity, Muncie, Ind, Mrs. Clin-
ton Rowlett will now be the
chapter president.
Elected as vice-president was
Jewel Montgomery. Virginia
Harmeyer was elected as trea-
surer to fill the vacancy due to
the leaving of Dr. Beverly Fow-
ler. Agnes McDaniel was named
The home of Mrs. Roy Dunn
at 1110 Elm Street was the
scene of bridal shower held in
honor of Miss Twila Adams,
bride-elect of Danny Dunn, on
Friday, July 18, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening. •
Mrs. Roy Dunn, Mrs. William
E. Dunn, and Mrs. Ora Parker
were the gracious hostesses for
the occasion.
The honoree chose to wear
for the event an a-line sheer
floral cotton dress. She was at
first presented a hostesses' gift
corsage of cooking utensils with
mums which was later chang-
ed to a corsage of hot pink car-
nations.
Mrs. Cody Adams, mother of
the honoree, wore an orange
knit dress, and Mrs. William E.
Dunn, mother-in-law to be of
the honoree, wore a sheer black
and white cotton dress. Their
hostesses' gift corsages were of
white carnations with pink back-
ground. as co-chaplain and Betty Riley
Each of the guests signed the Dr. Grossman was presented
bridal book. Games were play- with a going away gift by the
ed with Mrs. John Cavitt and chapter.
Mrs, Jake Dunn being the re- Members present were Joanna
cipients of the prizes. Sykes. Mary Nanny, Virgil Gro-
The gifts were displayed on a San, Rubie Simpson, Barbara
green linen place mat with a Raggett, Catherine Hopkins,
bride and groom figure above Jewel Montgomery, Clinton
Rowlett, Betty Riley, Maybelle
Walker, Barletta Wrather, Ag-
nes McDaniel, Virginia Harmey-
er, and Dr. Grossman.
it.
--- -
Refreshments were served
from the beautifully appointed
table _overlaid with a green lin-
en cloth under white lace. Tap-
ered pink swirl candles in a
green stem crystal candlehold-
er were used. They were flank.
ed by the pink cocoanut suprise
eake decorated with white wed-
ding bells. Cake and lime sher-
bert punch were served.
Fifteen persallis attended the
shower. Several members of the
family and close friends sent
gifts who could not attend.
PERSONALS
Mr and Mrs. Norman Klapp
returned home Monday after
spending the weekend with
Mrs. Klapp's cousin, Mrs. Ger-
tie Bidwell of Owensboro. They
were all dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Dennis, form-
erly of Murray, now residing in
Owensboro, on Saturday.
ra.gtr
APOLLO U UJ4 WW1
JULY lb TO
SPLASH DOWN
.-
MCAYERS HO-ARMSTRONG'S CHURCH Members of the St.
Paul United Church of Christ, Which "Apollo 11 commander
Neil Armstrong used to attend in Wapakoneta', Ohio. offer
prayers for the Moon mission. There is a sign in front of
the church where they sign up or prayer timea, a program
to last until sphishdown
Mary Jo Oakley Is
Complimented With
Tea On Saturday
Miss Mary Jo Oakley, whose
marriage to Keith M. Hinton
will be an event of August 24,
was complimented with a beau-
tifully planned tea on Saturday,
July 18, at the Red Room of
the Holiday Inn.
The charming hostesses for
the briclal occasion were Mrs.
H. Glenn Doran, Mrs. Marc Kel-
ley of Owensboro, Mrs. Cross
Spann, Mrs. George C. Oakley,
and Mrs. A. D. Wallace.
Mrs. Kelly greeted the guests
at the door and invited them to
the receiving line composed of
Miss Oakley and her mother,
Mrs. H. L. Oakley.
For the special event the ho-
noree chose to wear from her
trousseau an original pink silk
dress with pink accessories. Her
mother wore an aqua knit. They
each wore hostesses' gift cor-
sages of pink carnations,
Miss Patricia Doran and Miss
Vickm"Spiceland alternated at
the register placed at the table
overlaid with a white cloth un-
der a red cloth and centered
with a Colonial arrangement of
pink and red roses and daisies
Two large floor brass candel-
abra holding red candles were
placed between the register and
the tea table. The lovely im-
ported candelabra were a gift
to Mrs. George C. Oakley by
her husband, Capt. Oakley who
is serving as a dentist in Viet-
nam. He is a brother of the
honoree.  
The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with a white
embroidered linen cutwork
cloth and was centered with a
gorgeous arrangement of pink
daisies and snapdragons in a
large silver revere bowl. Silver
candleholders holding lighted
tapers flanked the arrangement
Individual party cakes were
served from a silver tray along
with the pink punch from the
crystal punch basal.
Guests called during the
hours of three to five o'clock
in the afternoon.
Wednesday, July 23
The regular ladies day lun-
cheon at the Calloway County
Country Club has been caneell-
ed.
as.
The Welcome Wagon New-
comers Bridge Club will meet
at the cafeteria of the Student
Union Building, Murray State
University, at 7:30 p.m. Mrs
Ted Bradshaw is hostess.
• • •
Thursday, July 24
District 13 of the Kentucky
Nurses Association will meet at
the Traingle Inn, Murray, at
seven p.m.
• •
Story Hour will be held at
the Murray-Calloway County
Library from three to four p.m.
• • •
Friday, July 25
The annual meeting will be
at Mt. Pleasant Cemetery, lo-
cated six miles southeast of Ha-
zel, at 11 a.m.
• • •
Saturday, July 26
Hicks Cemetery annual meet-
ing will be held in the morn-
ing. E. D. Winchester, Rudy
Bucy, and Clifford Farris are
the committee.
Julie Harris
In 'Boone' Segment
HOLLYWOOD ( U P I) —
Broadway star Julie Harris
will guest star on—of all
things—a segment of televi-
sion's "Daniel Boone" show.
THIS IS A
llehmelrsoic
COMMUNITY
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Improve your habits. Begin
slowly. Old habits aren't chang-
ed easily and you can't overhaul
yourself, the family and the
house all at once. Keep adjust-
ing your work and your plan
until things fit. Look for ways
to improve each job. Borrow
ideas from friends, neighbors,
Extension, "There are no hard
and fast rules." "That's one of
the marvelous advantages of
being a homemaker."
There will always be a few
"Down" days. Find ways to lift
your spirits, like taking a walk
or reading those humerous fam-
ily moments recorded in your
diary. — Mrs. Barletta Wrather.
• • •
Expressing creativity via the
sewing machine has spurred the
growth of home sewing to a 2
billion dollar a year industry.
A- recent survey reveals that
55% of all sewing machine own-
ers are under the age of 40.
85% of all teenage girls sew
and make more than 82 million
items yearly. Women sew not
so much in the interest of thrift,
but primarily because they find
pleasure and satisfaction in
making one of a kind apparel
fashions styled to their own
taste. — Mrs Catherine C.
Thompson.
Good mettods and packaging
materials must be used to ob-
tain high quality frozen prod-
ucts. For some excellent infor-
mation order a free copy of the
University of Ky. Circular 527,
"Home Freezing of Foods", from
Miss Pat Everett, Area Ext.
Agent in Foods and Nutrition,
Benton, Ky. 40225. — Miss Pat
Everett.
• • •
Candles are often used as an
accessory in a room. They may
add the touch of color or height
needed in • particular spot.
However, candle holders a r e
never used without candles.
When you use candles the wick
should be burned to give a
warm welcome and a partical
look to the room. — Mrs. Mild-
red Potts.
• • •
DEVELOPING INDEPEND-
ENCE — The child, regardless
of age, wants to be treated as
an individual. They also want
be treated with respect. They
want to make some decisions on
their own. They are bound to
make mistkes, but don't we all?
our child can only grow-up by
being snowed to try.
The child needs adult guid-
ance and encouragement. He
needs to be given opportunities
to learn independence, but he
also needs a firm "no" when the
need for it is necessary.
Why do children rebel or
show hostility during this grow-
ing up period? The reason is a-
bout the same as behavior for
a small child. During this grow-
ing-up period they are not
quite sure of themselves, they
act like an adult — the next
time a child.
Watching youngsters struggle
through this growing-up process
can sometimes be painful. It
will he} P if parents will remem-
ber they can't be expected to
behave maturely at all times.
Parents who can help their
youngster through this grow-
ing-up process with love, re-
spect, and understanding will
not have to face up to as many
heartaches in later life. — Miss
Irma Hamilton.
• • •
A couple of really cool ideas
for summer decor: use plenty
of cut green foliage arrange-
ments both inside and out.
They're economical, easy-to-do
and long-lasting. For an indoor
or outdoor stairway, use pots of
foliage and flowering plants on
each step, ranging from large
pots at the bottom to small at
the top. You'll feel cooler when
your home looks cooler. — Mrs.
Juanita Amonett.
* • •
Did you know the following
facts about the Kentucky Park
System?
—It is one of the best in the
nation.
—That 19% million persons
visited our parks and shrines
last year.
—Kentucky was sixth in visi-
tations after N.Y., Calif.,' Pa.,
Ohio, and Illinois?
—That we took in more re-
venue from our park system
than any other state in the na-
tion?
—Tourism is Kentucky's sec-
cnd largest industry.
—Last year $473 million came
into Kentucky from tourists;
$345 million was from out-of-
state. — Maxine Griffin.
GYPSY STYLE An Italian
model stands on a rooftop
in Rome to display Gypsy
style pants and halter for
autumn and winter, designed
by furrier Nobile of Rome.
GETTING MARRIED?
Let us
preserve your WEDDING DAY
natural color
QUAUTY OF WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED
'TUBBS STUDIO223 S. 13th 153-3001
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WE DOZE, BUT NEVER CLOSE.
PRICES GOOD WED. TIRO TUESDAY
01•110
• •
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HOT DOGS
Each 100
Buy 'Em By The Bag Full
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IISCOUIT IIUG CEITEIS
Shop The Most COMPLETE Discount Store In This Area.. Why Pay More
When You Can Buy For Less At SAV-RITE? Over 5,000 Items At Discount
Prices Includina National Brands. Eiery Item Carries A Price Tag For Easy
Comparison-Money Back Guarantee If You Are Not Completely Satisfied!
It makes CENTS to shop at Say-Rite!!
CALM SUPER
DRY SPRAY POWDER
DEODORANT
ill
24 !NESS 5!!S 5:11:1 2.=-1,
BAN DRY
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
SPRAY DEODORANT
4-or. size
for white, gray and
blonde shades.
$1.09 ea. Value
I.1313:33:1 121,3 11:E 3:111:2 Fs 2.31"..Z. 
hi
E-•E.
i•
InstanUy formulated to
be safe for color treat-
ed hair. Creanp n body
with 4 body building in-
gredkata
44
ei
Ni
Ott
NI
tit
rt rzsm rays slim 1:11:1 rzz:z
DIPPITY-DO for Longer
Lasting Roller Sets
Stock up now and Save! Capture all your Summer
Fun in Pictures. Get F-A-S-T Film Developing at Say-Rite!
GILLETTE
ADJUSTABLE
RAZOR
for
SMOOTH
SHAVES
::;.; 3. 2 d 3:2 nil! 112:1 WW2 2:2 IMW:14
Visit our Exclusive Gift Shoppe and the
biggest Paper Back Book Department in
this area. All at Say-Rite in Bel Air!
Leaves hair silky,
soft, wonderfully
manageable!
99c ea. Value
Combo-lift for delicate.Aft-
ing and combing. Mini-teaser
combout jr. Smoothie comb.
Helps Control Dandruff
and flaking with reg. use!
Me EA. VALUE
the Family Toothpaste with
Super GL-70
Body POWDER
Protects all
over . . . keeps
you cool, dry
comfortatole.
pain reliever!
60 TABLE'TS
Silk 'n
Satin Hand
8r Body Lotion
for truly modern
skin softness,
$1.09 ea. Value
Acts twice as fast as
smiple aspirin. 100 ct.
3•3 3.1 if:111.3 ""
Ill
ei
ra
."?
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hi
SW
Pressurized Insect Repellent
keeps mosquitoes away
from you! 14i-oz,
Hard, Medium or Soft
These brushes have stimulator tips — each bristle
tip is rounded to give you maximum cleaning
efficiency and comfort.
In Bel Air
Shomiing Center
DISCOUNT DREG CEITERS, qr 753-8304
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ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
TOTAL
DISCOUNT
PRICED!
RIOPAN
ANTACID
SUSPENSION
Reg. $1.44
12,•n.
COMPARE
OUR PRICES,
YOU'LL BE
PLEASED!
Say-Rite
Buys the
Finest
Quality
Drugs in
Large
Quantities
and Passes
the
on to You!
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- Down the
arden Path
By Mrs W. P. WILLIAMS
We find it hard sometimes am and away from the draft andduring this extremely hot
wasilisr, to make arrangements
that will bold their freshness as
long as we would like. There are a
few simple things that will help.
First, we are told the best time to
cut flowers is late afternoon, but
there are many who will
disagree. I have found the early
morning blossoms have a
freshness that stays well.
Perhaps the location of the plants
has somethings hi do with it.
So whenever yin cut them, use
sharp awes er knife and put
them immediately into a bucket
of water ap to their necks. This
gasa agiscially for roses.
If you cut a spray from a shrub
or woody plant, mash the stern so
that water will penetrate more
easily. All flowers absorb more
water if the stem is cut on the
slant.
Some flowers like Dahlias,
Oriental Poppies, Poinsettia or
any having sap need to be held
aver the flame of a match or
dipped in boiling water for a
moment to seal the cut. Quite
often slightly wilted blossoms can
be revived by recuttfng under
water and leaving therm in the
same water for a while.
Ii arranging flowers saesr
allow any leaves under the water
as they will decay first and
contaminate the water. It is
better to arrange as loosely as
possible in a container instead of
crowding, as air needs to get to
the water. A bit of charcoal in the
container helps keep the water
INFeet- Then place your
arrangement in a spot out of the
enjoy it for several days.
It is too late to plant annuale
except a few extra hardy things
like Zinnia, Portulaca (moss
rose) or Balsam. These par-
ticular ones will nwvtve in any
sort of weather, almost any sort
of soil and will continue to bloom
until frost in a variety of colon.
It is time to cut back
Chrysanthemums and to disbud
them. U left alone they will
produce more flowert but they
will be much smaller. I always
say I an going to disbud mine,
but somehow I never do. I hate to
pinch off a bud of any kind, so
mine just grow in a riot of
smaller ones. I always use the
excuse that it is too hot to get out
in the flower beds in July, but I
don't mind getting out to attack
weeds that persist, no matter how
hot it is.
Last Year's Poinsettias should
be cut be* maw so they won't
grow so leggy and scraggly for
bloom nest Chriehose.
It is really a tadt to cultivate
flowers and shrubs this hot
weather and I have fond that
heavily mulcilog MI help
a great deal in cutting deem on
the need for cultivation. The
givani—ediein -more of the
inoidere aid weeds and grain
simply do not grow as well sealler
mulch.
As we pull Itesilk I ina
rernindedof a little aggiatirllat
says "And so it Mend each
flower, this supercilious mud;
Until it woke one summer hour,
and found itself a weed". There's
a lesson there somewhere for
each of us.
MRS. ARMSTRONG, MRS. COLLINS AND MRS. ALDRIM--The
wives of the Apollo 11 astronauts show their feelings in El
Lago, Tex.. after Neil Armstrong and -Buzz- Aldrin landed
on the Moon. Top is Janet Armstrong. Lower left is Pat
Collins. wife of command module pilot Mike Collins, and
lower right is Mrs. Joan Aldrin.
." SPECIAL APOLLO 11 CACHET U.S Navy postal clerks aboard
the Apollo recovery ship, the carrier Hornet. process some
or the 250,000 or so letters received from stamp collectors
around he world. They are Robert Richards lefti and
Charles Olmstead. A special Apollo 11 cachet is being
stamped on the envelopes.
•••
Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
SO6 W. Main Street Plum 753-26;1
OPEN
DAYS A WEEK,
7 • • •  u. _&,,t70,,AT.... 
• IP
Less
, , 4w.w ..41w, - 62tmeam ,.Till MIDNITE
We Reserve the Right to Limit LI
- .
5 Lb. Bag
GODCHAAR 
108
45c With Coupon
Lb.
Bag
Whole LB.
IIIIRLGIIES 
HUNTS
ca2 5(Limit 2) 6 to 8 Lb.i 
TENDER SMOKED
Average
Lb.
c03 ci- AB 79
MISS LIBERTY
SLICED 6 9s 
LB.
ALLARD &offs
a 
3 8 OZ.
CAN
FRESH GROUND
IIBJCELB. 
49sALAD FR 1ST PRIZEDRES
Qt. Jar
iIiiiiiiui U. S. CHOICE
PORK
Excellent
for Grilling Le.
,
DEL MONTE t
, .
1 20 Oz.; 1
Bottles
SKINLESS JOHNSON
12 Oz. Pkg.
AUK CHUM srEAK 
CHUNK 
FRESH SLICED
' Tall Can 6 9, 
LB.6 9
EGGS
A
GRADE 45,
MED.
OLEO $
YELLOW SOLIDS 6LBS. 1
Thighs 
CHICKEN PARTS
Breast
Legs 
Lb. 59c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 55c
Wings Lb. 29c
Backs & Necks Lb. Mc
Fresh Fresh
Liver Lb. 89c Gizzard Lb. 39c1 CHICKEN of the Sea Chunk
TUNA 3 elcaor,z.$11
SHASTA
DRINKS
ASSORTED
1 01211
NiceFATThickBACK 
Lb. 19t
WAGNER'S
R
ORANGE
NK Qt. Bottle 29t
CORONET_ __
NAPKINS
_ Paper_
50 Ct. Pkg. 29t
OLD FASHIONED Large
BOLOGNA 
LB. 39(Pride of Illinois
CREAM STYLE
CORN c‘,303,, 890
CHARM LIQUID
DETERGENT 3B2ot-t0Ize. 39c NECK
FRESH
BONES.
,
25t
SCOTTIES
TISSUE
FACIAL
200 Ct. Box 25c
KELLY'S
cHIL1
With Beans
a. oz. 
Can SII
FRESH
BEEF
SLICED
LIVER or Pork39t.,Lb.REELFOOT
Pure
4Lb. Ctn. 9,
.
DINNERS
MORTON'S MEAT
II Oz. Size 3 C CINNAMON
FISH
KRAFT
CHEESE
PILLSBURY
TRADE WINDS
AMERICAN
BUTTER
lareaded
SLIC.E.0
12
FLAVORED
ROLLS
.
8 OZ 39t
CM.
Oz. Pkg. 68c
$1,?gz: 35'_.SEALTEST 39t DIXIE BELLE GOLDEN RIPE.ICE MILK .... clams
LIQUID ,
„ L.23tBANAKa___Et
00 HOME GROWN
LB.
1
FAB
SIZE.GT 48tc
KING SIZE sr COCA
crtE
COLA
1 LB 
. 69t
CAN
NO RETURN
BOTTLE
1 
13028ttolez. 49,
TOMATOESL..19C
PEPPERS Each 5C
LIBERTY COUPON
-6-0dchau; 5 Lb. Bag 45c
SUGAR lb Lb. Bag 89c
With Coupon & $5.00 Add. Pur.
Tobacco .8 Dairy Products Exc.
Limit I 
-.Void After July 29th, 1969
—50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
with this Coupon and $5.00 or
• more Purchase Ciggs. & T0S38.
Exc.
-Void After July 29, 1968
50 Treasure Chest Stamps 50
, .
with th' is coupon and the Purchase 
.
of 3lbs. Ground Beef
VOID AFTER JULY 29, 1968
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Miami Seaport To Be "Most Beautiful" ! Arrows for Ivan
Come from Old
Sherwood Forest
Two cruise ships docked at the
By RAYMOND WILCOVE
Central Press Association Correspondent
MIAMI, Fla.—This gateway to the Caribbean and Latin Ameri-
ca is building "the most beautiful port in the world," a 125 mil-
lion complex with boulevards lined with citrus and palm trees.
It is a brand new futuristic terminal which its backers claim
will be the most modern and luxurious port in the world.
Time will tell whether the ecominums are merited, but the
new Port of Miami does boast a different approach to seaports.
Unlike many of the world's seaports, this one will be free of un-
pleasant odors and atmosphere. To accomplish this, the port
has even barred petroleum tonnage at a considerable revenue
sacrifice.
Rear Adm. I. J. Stephens (Ftet.), the port's director, said the
port is being constructed "with a bold new concept, designed to
. provide the most modern and efficient servicing of general cargo
; shipping and the international
cruise trade."
• • IA
A HIGHLIGHT of the port is
e ultra-modern new passenger
rminal consisting of five sep-
te air conditioned buildings,
'each with connecting, self-posi-
tioned, completely -covered
' gangways. The first building of
. the terminal complex was com-
pleted last December and the
balance is due for completion
' this year.
When it is, as many as five
cruise ships will be able to load
J or unload simultaneously 2,500
paosengers with their baggage.
!The passengers will board di-
rectly from terminal loungetti
Port of Miami
ship. No gang planks will be
used.
Passengers will be able to
clear customs and be on their
way from 5 to 10 minutes after
debarkation, eliminating the
lengthy delays to which most
seaports are prone.
The bold and imaginative
construction design for the pas-
senger terminal is the work of
an Australian, John Andrews.
* • *
THE PORT is being built on
Dodge Island, connected to the
heart of the Miami business dis-
trict by vehicular and railway
bridges. It is minutes away from
the open sea antt4t corn the Mi-
passiinaier terminal
ami International Airport.
A few years ago the site of
the new port was a group of
small uninhabited islands cov-
ered with weeds. Today, even
before completion, the port is
a beehive of activity. In addi-
tion to the 275 acres on which
the port is being erected, 100
acres are being kept in reserve
for future construction.
• • *
NEARLY a half million
square feet of clear-span cargo
buildings are already available
for shipping. most of it on the
900 - foot approach channel
where ships turn at berthside,
another of the port's features.
Knut Kloster, head of an
Oslo, Norway, shipping concern
which plans to have five cruise
ships sailing from the new port
within five years, said "Miami
will become the number one
cruise port of the sir_ocict, _
"The Caribbean," he remark-
,he biggest attraction in
the cruise business.'
Stephens predicted that in an-
other 25 years, cruise ships will
be carrying more than a million
passengers a year to Caribbean
and Latin American vacattlan
spots from the Port bf Miami.
Pa. Leads
In Hunters
HARRISBURG, Pa. (UPI) —
Pennsylvania is increasing its lead
as the N0.1 hunting state in the
nation.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service reBorts Pennsybiania top-
ped the nation in every category
tsf hunting license sales for the
1967-68 fiscal year.
There were 1,062,121 paid
hunting license holders in the
Keystone State for the year, an
all-time record and an increase
of 66,931 over the previous
year. Michigan was a distant
second, with 903,545 paid license
holders.
When resident huntinglicenses,
tags, permits and stamps issued
by all states were lumped to-
gether, Pennsylvania also was
in front with a total of 1,539,952.
compared with second-place Cal-
ifornia's 1,459,874.
The first rear-loaded cannon
w'ere built by the Krupp firm.
Tanks
tivelWarL
y .4y
* * *
The bobcat is found in east-
ern North America, from Canada
to Mexico.
* * *
More than four-fifths of earth
animals live in the sea, says the
National Geographic.
were first used effec-
the Briiish in World J.P. Millera drug addiction
',The People-Next Door,'.
which won three linitliftrAavardis
as a "CBS Playhouse", special
last season, has been bought by
Avco Embassy Pictures. Herbert
Brodkin, who produced the vid-
eo version, will produce the film.
* * •
The Tower of London -served
until the 17th century as an
arsenal.
* *
The oldest yacht club is the
Royal Cork Yacht Club, estab-
blished in Ireland in 1720.
* * *
The moon was the only satel-
lite which could be observed
before invention of the tele-
scope.
Eleanor Parker
Returns in "Wylie"
HOLLYWOOD (UPII—Elea-
nor Parker returns to movies to
co-star with Michael Sarrazin
and Gayle Hunnicutt in "Wy-
lie" at Universal.
By MARIS ROSS
LONDON (UPI). — In
Sherwood Forest where Robin
Hood and his merry men strode,
modern day Britons are busy
making bows and arrows for the
Russians.
"But not from Sherwood
wood," said Michael Stuttle.
"That wood's quite unsuitable,
notwithstanding the Robin Hood
legend to the contrary."
Why, in this technological age
when the Russians send men into
space, do they need good, strong
bows that can shoot an arrow
dead on target? The whole thing
is in the name of sport.
The Russians have ordered
250 bows and 1,000 sets of artowr
from Britain for their archery
teams. They have their eye on
the 1972 Olympics when archery
will be featured for the first time
since 1908.
Stuttle, 32, sales director for
an archery equipment firm at
the Sherwood Forest village of
Cuckney, near Nottingham, thinks
he has put Russian how makers
out of business since he won a
trial order last November and
follow-ups this year totaling
20,000 pounds ($48,000).
"So far as I know, the whole
of the Soviet Union's archery
requirements are being purchased
from our small company," he
said. "We have also ot our first
order from Hungary.
-P.ratut
Naturally enough, the world
does not have many quality bow
makers, inst a few in Eurojie
and the United States. Stuttle,
who says he promotes bows like
he would vacuum cleaners, is
rather proud he beat the Amer-
icans on these sales.
The firm's location in Sher-
wood Forest, next to a pub in a
picturesque village, is more coin-
cidence than connection with
the legendary Robin Hood who
has shot many an arrow on
movie and television screens.
"Even in medieval times, the
wood for Sherwood bows came
from Spain," Stuttle said.
"About the only thing SherWood
Wood was used for was to make
Gres."
Today's bows are %en dif-
ferent from the weapon, carried
by medieval archers. For a start.
the wood no longer bends. Hard
rosewood from India or bubinga
from Africa forms the center
section held by the hand. The
curving, bendable end sections,
called limbs, are made of fiber
glass.
At least the bows are still
hand-made, but not by any anc-
ient craftsmen at the 15-year-old
firm.
SENSATIONAL OFFER!
$16.95 Samsom SAMSONITE ATTACHE
CASE FOR ONLY $g-.95
SAMSONITE CASE
WHILE THEY LAST
only $8.95
(Only 12 To Sell at this Prices)
a
Ledger & Times
Office Supply Store
Land
Transfers
Gene Steely and Doris Steely
Ft wa iorgIrtus nidn
AWtodhcliMittniileodlnrel.adndLGWroagrdan;
Jeanne M. Willis to Guthrie
R. Allen, Jr., and Virginia C.
Allen; lot on Story Avenue.
William L. Melton and Rebe
Melton to Robert P. Chenoweth
and Wanda S. Chenoweth; one
ben in Calloway County.
George T. Karmavas and Ter-
ry Lee Karnavas to J. Albert
Tracy and Alma Lee Tracy; 1.20
acres on Wiswell Road. -
J. Dallas Mitts to Thomas
Lamb, Jr., and Judith Rowland
Lamb; four acres on Bethel and
Almo Road.
Joyce Dean Houston to B. II.
Dixon; lot on South 6th Street.
John W. Devine and Dolores
A. Devine to Verda Read Happy
of Mayfield; lot in Calloway
County.
lAiernon Bynum, Bessie Irene
Bynum, and Cordie Bynum to
Charles Dale Bynum and Eva
Lee Bynum; property on Be-
thel Road
Edwin Warren to Jewell Ho-
yard and Clara N. Howard of
Graves County; correction to
property in Graves and Callo-
way County.
Jewell Howard and Clara N
Howard of Graves County to
Edwin Warren and Nancy Char-
lene Warren; correction to title
to property in Graves and Cal-
loway County.
A. M. Finley and Blache Fin-
ley to Donald Ray Rye and
Shelia Rye; lot on South 13th
Street.
Cora Eunice Shekel! to Tre-
man C. Shekell and Ruth M.
Shekell; property on Bethel
Road. .
Bobby S. Barron and Sandra
Barron to Joyce Spann Houston;
lot in Bagwell Manor Subdivis-
ion.
Charleston
Heights, S. C., to Gene Steely
and Roy Bynum; lots taBoberts
Subdivision.'
Mary Belle Overbey to Wil-
liam B. Seale and Alice C. Seale;
five lots in, Murraydale Heights
Addition.
Mildred Wilmuth of Center-
line, Mich., and Mary Charles
Rea of Benton, Ill., to Pat W.
Carraway and Dorothy Carra-
way; property in city of Murray.
W. Paul Dailey, Jr., Cheryl
D. Dailey, Bobby G. Grogan,
Verona Grogan, George L
Stockton, and Linda Kaye Stock-
ton to Ernest R. Turner and
Mary E. Turner; _property in
Calloway County.
• Harry J Fenton ito Paul Ly-
ons, Jr., and Betty Farmer Ly-
ons; lot in Glendale Subdivis-
ion.
Kenneth T. Turner and Joann
Turner to Jerry M. Vaughn and
Shirley Vaughn; 119 acres on
Murray and Mayfield Road.
Charles Thomas and Linda
Thomas to Robert W. Collinsl
and Janice E. Collins; lot in
Keeneland Subdivision.
Smithwood Development
Corp., Inc., to Robert W. Yeaget
or Patricia M. Yeager of Boyn-
 ton, Fla., four lots; Irene Ando
of Hazard, three lots; James B.
Adams and Nannie B. Adams
of Madison, Tenn., two lots;
Daniel Dewey and Evelyn De-
wey of Sterling, Ell., one lot;
Kelly Walden and Teanie Wal-
den of Clarksville, Tenn., one
ot; Henry E. Bennis= or Re-
gina A. Bennison of Russell-
ville, two lots.
Smithwood Development
Corp., Inc., to John P. Abins
and Anita M. Abins of Sand-
wich, Ill., one lot; Linda S. Chat-
man of Madison, Tenn., two lots;
Gilbert B. Diehl or Elizabeth J.
Diehl of Lockport, Ill., one lot;
Beverly Bruce Bell of Memphis,
Tenn., five lots; Robert H. Den-
ton of Orlando, Fla., three lots;
G. Lewis Martin and Louise Mar-
tin of Detroit, Mich-, five lots.
Smithwood Development
Corp., Inc., to Walter E. New-
man and Sara Newman of Nash-
ville, Tenn., three lots; Rollie
Erwin or Florence K. Erwin of
Genoa, fll., three lots; John A.
Coleman and Eileen Coleman
of St. Ann, Mo., two lots; Wil-
lard Warren of Urbana, Ill., one
lot; Thomas R. Brizinski or Ger-
aldine A. Brizinski of Des Pla-
ines, Ill., three lots.
Deseret is the early \lormian
name  for Utah 
* * *
- The world's largest flying bird
is the wandering albatross, with ,
a wing spread of about I I 1/2
feet.
* -* *
• Ctflorado gets its name from
the Spanish word !or "red."
* *
an a
Cathy is the old name of
China, used by Marco Polo.
Almost one-fourth of the
‘ustrian populatiofl. lives in
Vienna.
* * *
A pound of bacon contain.
shout TWO calories.
Back's.. VIP
Cente.neXcrapbook
54—c In 1869, Henry Stiles Reed publishedE a book quite startling to some read-
ers of earlier studies of his. For he was a
revered genealogist and historian. The new
volume—news indeed to many proud mem-
bers of founding fathers of New England
was Bundling: Its Origin, Progress. and De-
cline in America.
"Bundling" was to be summarized dis-
creetly in Dictionary of American History,
edited by a scion of Pilgrim and Puritan ar-
istocracy. James Truslow Adams, as "a mode
of courtship in colonial days where the par-
ties instead of sitting up together, went to
bed together, With their clothes on. This
custom, inherited from Europe, apparently
originated as a convenience and necessity
where space and heat were lacking. It was
confined largely to the lower classes."
Mr. Stiles, whose exposition of the subject
appeared simultaneously with the second vol-
ume of hl annals of New York City's twin,
Brooklyn, went into more conclusive details.
Scarcity of beds was indeed a problem in
early America, when conditiqns of travel
often required wayfarers to rely on farmers
or dwellers at hamlets for a night's rest.
Sometimes in bad weather there was dou-
bling up and tripling up of strangers in bed
at public inns, with all keeping on clothes
for warmth —"the only stipulation [of inn-
keepers] being that they should remove their
boots."
However, "it is doubtful if this had much
to do with bundling," said
the historian.
"After a young swain had
done a hard day's work
at his father's farm and
went courting . . . relax-
ing together, clothed, un-
der a goosedown quilt
became a logical thing to
do . . . Was it not human-
ity, as well as economy,
which, prompted parents
to llow wooing in this
fashion rather than have
them sit up and burn fire-
wood and candles . . .?"
CLARK KINNAIRD
f Sedate old represen-
tation of "bundlers," with
serrate-edged wooden bed-
divider. "Bundling" meant
the girl was encumbered
In quilts. only arms free.
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
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it Special Savings During
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Prices September 1st
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TREAT
YOURSELF
TO THE
TENDEREST
STEAK IN
TOWN
-
They're allU.S.D A
CHOICE
GOOD REASONS
WNYI SHOP Arum
3 HEALTHY YOUNGSTERS...1 HARD-
WORKING HUBBY...1 UMITED BUDGET
PARKER 'S
Murray's Friendliest,
Most Convenient Market.
U.S.
CHUCK ROAST
U.S. Choice Beef
For Outdoor Cooking
CHOCK STEAK 69
ILLS: Choice
Cut Any Thickness
CLUB STEAK,109
U.S. Choice Beef
-Round Bone RoA
SHOULDER
Braise or Bar-B-Q
BEEF
Si ii,69°
SHORLINS 49
Center
Cut
59.
141,
• 4h,
.011‘
"Irc-Z7/sib 40,,
-
•::•:.
First Cuts
1b49
Lean, Boneless
POT ROAST b19 
Field's Finest - 1 -lb. pkg.
SLICED BACON 69c
....111111%ew
ON!
/
411. 00.4
1
'NW
Krey All-MeatwiENfRs
1 2-oz. p g.
49c
LEAN, BONELESS
BEEF
STEW
1,19'
MISS WISCONSIN
Super Value Enriched 1/4-16. loaf
BREAD 41.00
GREEN PEAS 2=29( 
Rititt-41-4460,Special Pack Twin Bag
POTATO CHIPS 39 
•;d::•••.:BLUE BONNET 2 Lbs.
MARGARINE 41
GARDEN
FRESH
VEGETABLES
44.
GO aGOLDEN RIPE - Large 17 Size
 3 for '1.00CANTALOUPESNEW WHITE COBBLER - 5-lb. bag
POTATOES CALIF. RED & WHITE
GRAPES FRESH - Large Heads
LETTUCE _ _STOKELY'S
29*
  lb. 25*
 ea. 19*
ping&Pong
,. 3 to: 89c
VEGETABLE
SHORTENING
"...tfe•
•
gr
V‘ •f‘e 
CLOVERLEAF DRY - 4-Qt. Size
MILK  9'
A.M. to 9 P.M.
6 DAYS • A WEEK
INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
10-oz jar
$ 1.29  FLAVOR-KISTVANILLA 
CREAM COOKIES1P19 FLOURv.•.•
ASSORTED FLAVORS
HILO
3-oz. box
329
EASY MONDAY
DETERGENT Quirt 33°
LIPTON 1/4 lb BOX
TEA 39
-0WORIF 'KRAFT PEACH & BLACKBERRY 18-ox.PRESERVES 49
3-1b. can
59'
HUNT'S YELLOW CLING
PEACHES
No. 21/2 Can
389!
CLOSED SUNDAYS SO THAT
OUR EMPLOYEES MAY
ATTEND CHURCH
YUKON BEST
Plain & Self-Rising15-lb. Bag
1•99
THERE'S
NO FUSS
WITH
FROZEN
FOODS
FROSTY ACRES - 10-0z. pkg.
BABY LIMAS 2 for 49'FROSTY SEAS - II-oz. pkg.
FISH STICKS 3 for '1.00GARDEN DELIGHT - 2-lb. bag
FRENCH FRIES 33'MORTON - Peach and Apple - 20-oz.
FRUIT PIES 3 for 79'ROSTY ACRES - 10-oz. pkg.
CUT CORN 2 for 39'MORTON - Chicken, Beef, Turkey - s-ox.
POT PIES  2 for 39'
b' Conveniently Located to
Downtown Shopping
1°1 Next to Branch Bank
1°' Lots of Free Parking
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300 Expected At Marshall
Gathering On Next Tuesday
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. - Ap-
proximately 300 persons are ex-
pected to attend the first an-
nual meeting of Western Water-
land Inc. July 29 at Bob's Smor-
gasbord.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn will be
the chief speaker.
Smith Broadbent, Cadiz, chair-
man of the eight-county steeridg
committee, said a business
meeting will be held at 6 p.m.
Nunn's address will come dur-
ing a program starting at 7.
Broadbent said membership is
open to any person or firm in-
terested in the development of
the area.
The program of Kentucky's
Western Waterland, Inc. is
aimed at providing facilities and
development which will bring
more tourists to the Kentucky
Lake-Lake Barkley area and
"gateway points"-which is al-
ready attracting some five ma-
lice visitors annually. A specific
aim is the extending of the tour-
it= season beyond the present
seasonal basis and develop bet-
ter balanced programs for the
enjoyment of visitors. A proles-
&kcal director is expected to
guide the organization.
Kentucky Lake Vacationland,
Inc., a pioneer tourism organi-
zation is being merged with the
new organization. Counties to be
Mishap Is
Fatal To
Woman, 69
A 69-year-old rural Paducah
woman was fatally injured Tues-
day afternoon when a car driv-
en by her husband crashed on
rain-slick U.S. tia about 3 miles
west of the Paducah-eity-iimits.
The woman, Mrs. Minnie
Jackson, Paducah Rt. l, was
pronounced dead on arrival at
Western Baptist Hospital by
Deputy Coroner John Moore.
The deputy coroner ruled the
death accidental and said no
inquest would be held.
Mrs. Jackson's husband, Ray-
mond Samuel Jackson, 71, was
admitted ia the Paducah hospi-
tal vrhere he was reported in
serious condition.
According to the Kentucky
State Police, the accident oc
curred about 1 p.m. when the
westbound Jackson car went out
of control on the wet pavement
and crashed into the ditch on
the left side of the road.
The body was received by
the Lindsey Funeral Home. Fu-
neral arrangements are incom-
plete.
BEST SELLERS
 (UPI) 
(Compiled by Publishers Weekly)
Fiction
-ALRPORT-Arthur Halley
000PLES-4ohn Updike
THE TOWER OP BABEL-
Morris L. West
MYRA BRECKINTUDGE---Gore Vidal
VANISHED-Pletcher Knebel
TOPAZ-Leon This
THE 042.IPMPH-_ 
Jotin ItennedCaiThiiiith
served by KWW Inc. are Cald-
well, Lyon, Trigg, Christian,
Livingston, Marshall, Calloway
and McCracken.
Preparations for a new tourism
organization began three years
ago which involved studies of
the Gatliisburg, Tenn., area at
the entrance to the Great Smoky
Mountain National Park, Lake
of the Ozarks in Missouri and
other water oriented tourism
areas.
A steering committee headed
by Broadbent has studied and
made plans that led to the in-
corporation of Kentucky's West-
ern Wateriand Inc. in May.
Other members of the steering
committee are Dave Calhoun,
Lake City; John L Williams
Jr., Princeton; F. E. Heerde,
Dick Douglas, Leonard Baith
and 'Lloyd Miller, Benton; John
Perryman, Hardin; L. B. Harp-
er, Eddyville; Thomas E. Brown
and Max Hurt, Murray; J. Phil-
lip Glenn, Kuttawa; E. M.
Bailey, Paducah, and James C.
Givens, Hopkinsville. Edward
Johnstone, Princeton, has served
as legal advisor to the organi-
zation.
County meetings have been
held in the area during the pest
several weeks. Memberships are
being acqmted by steering com-
mittee members.
Reservations for the dinner
meeting on July 29 are to be
made to steering committee
members.
University of Kentucky devel-
opment specialists have assist-
ed in the study of potential de-
velopment of the area and
organizational plans. They are
Ed Netherland and Allan
Worms, Princeton and Woodrow
Coots, Paducah.
Marshall
Rapist
Still Free
BENTON, Ky., July 22-Mar-
shall County authorities report
little progress in their search
for the man who raped an 18-
year-old Lexington girl after ab-
ducting her from her room at
Kentucky Dam Village early
Sunday morning.
Marshall County Sheriff Joe
Tom Haltom today said his of-
fice had "no real clues at this
point," but noted that "in my
Opinion it was somebody who
knew the situation down there."
The girl was one of several
female employes who live in a
dormitory provided by the Ken-
tucky Lake resort.
Haltom said the Assailant en-
tered the dormitory about 2 a.m.
Sunday and went into the girl's
room. After threatening the girl,
he put a shirt over her head
and took her out of the dormi-
tory, where, according to the
sheriff, she was raped.
The assailant returned the girl
to the dormitory about 4 a.m.,
the sheriff said, and then went
into a second girl's room. The
second girl screamed w
was awakened, and the rapist
fled leaving behind a hammer
he had used to threaten the Lex-
ington girl.
The sheriff said the rape vic-
tim was unable to give a clear
description of her assailant be-
cause she said he had kept the
shirt over her head during the
two hours she was with him.
The only description she was
able to give, according to the
sheriff, was that he was a young
man."
TUNC-Lau re nce uurre:.
THE CONTI:SIMONS OP NAT TURNER
-William Styron
CHRISTY-Catherine Marshall
Nengetiern
THE NAKED APE--Desmond Morris
BETWEEN PARENT AND CHILD-
Halm 0. Citnott
THE DOUBLY HELIX--
James D. Watson
NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA-
Robert K. Massie
"OUR CROWD---Stephen Birmingham
GYPSY MOTH CIRCLES me WORLD
-Sir Frame C'•'--
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Infant Is..
Victim Of
Accident
AURORA, Ky., July 22-A 31,4-
month-old infant died in Benton
Municipal Hospital Monday from
Injuries suffered in an automo-
bile accident near here Sunday.
Terry Lee Yates, Pikeville,
Tenn., Rt. 3, was killed in the
one-car mishap which occurred
about 6:15 a.m. Sunday, accord-
ing to state police. According to
a hospital spokesman, he suf-
fered contusions of the chest
iind abdomen and a concussion.
The accident, occurred four-
tenths of a mile west of here on
_ Ky. 80, State Trooper  Ch
Futrell reported. The car driven
by Charles Smith of Lincoln,
Neb., missed a dead end inter-
section when the brakes report-
edly failed and went across U.S.
68, hitting an embankment.
The car was demolished, the
trooper said.
Smith and three other passen-
gers in the car, including the
infant's parents, were injured
In the accident Smith was tak-
en to Western Baptist Hospital
in Paducah, where he was list-
ed in good coalition today.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Yates,
parents of Terry Lee Yates,
were admitted to Benton Muni-
cipal Hospital but they were re-
leased at 10 a.m. Monday. A
brother of the infant, Stanley
Yates, whose age was listed as
slightly over one year, also was
admitted to the hospital. He was
released Sunday, officials said.
In addition to his parents and
brother, Yates is survived by a
maternal grandfather, Ben Mc-
Cormick, Spencer, Tenn.; a
maternal grandmother, Mrs. Ed-
die Mae Frady, Spencer, and
paternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Yates, Van Buren
County, Temi.
Funeral services were held to
day at 2 p.m. at Mount Della
rch of Christ in Van Buren
County, Term., with Bobby Wil-
hite officiating.
Burial was in Long Cemetery
there.
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FRANKFORT ILJP1). Gov.
Louie B. Nunn's office an-
nounced Thursday approval
of a $185,000 federal grant
to the State Department of
Health for a German mea-
sles control program.
The U. S. Public Health
Service grant marks the
beginning of an intensive
control program in Ken-
tu.cky during the next five
years, with eventual erads-
ication of the virus as OHL
program's long-range goal.
German measles, if ( on-
tracted by women in the
early stages of pregnancy,
can cause abortions or mul-
tiple birth defects in in-
fants
The state Health Depart-
ment said that in the last
major outbreak of the dis-
ease in 1964, at least 360
Kentucky children were
born with^significant birth
defects, tind aliont 300 preg-
nancies resulted in mis-
carriages
Sandra Stark with her 4-H Junior Champion Hoistain at
the Murray-Calloway County Fat r.
Glen McCulston holding his Reserve Champion Hol-
stein cow at tha Murray-Calloway County Fair.
*
Four-H-FFA
Cattle Shows
Held At Fair
By Kathy Stubblefield
Four-H and FFA members in
Calloway County exhibited a to-
tal of 57 head of -Registered
Purebred cattle in the Junior
shows held at the Calloway
County Fair.
Winners and ribbons receiv-
a-were:
Jerseys
Jr. Calf - 1st, Krit Stubble-
field; Blue ribbons, Krit Stub-
blefield, Kathy Stubblefield and
Robert Blalocki Red ribbons,
Jerry Tucker and Debbey Tuck-
er.
Fall Sr. Calf - 1st, Robert
Blalock; Blue ribbons, Robert
Blalock, Billy Hendon, Larry
Tucker and Gary Harper.
&name! Sr. Calf - 1st,-Bil-
ly Hendon; Blue ribbons, Billy
Hendon, Robert Blalock, Gary
Harper, Krit Stubblefield; Red
ribbon, Kathy Stubblefield.
Jr. Yearling - 1st, Billy Hen-
don; Blue ribbons, Billy Hendon,
Robert Blalock, Pam White and
Larry Tucker.
Sr. Yearling - 1st, Kathy
Stubblefield; Blue ribbons, Ka-
thy Stubblefield, Gary Harper
2year-old - 1st, Billy Hen
don; Blue ribbons, Billy Hen.
don, Pam White, Krit Stubble
field, Jerry Tucker.
3-year-old - 1st and blue rib
bon, Robert Blalock.
4-year-old - 1st and blue rib-
bon, Robert Blalock; Red rib-
bon, Larry Tucker.
Aged Cow - 1st, Billy Hen-
don; Blue ribbons, Billy Hen-
don and. Kathy Stubblefield.
Junior Champion 4-H, Ka-
thy Stubblefield; FFA, Billy
HentWa.-7- -
Senior and Grand Champion
- 4-H Robert Blalock; FFA, Bil-
ly Hendon.
Holsteins
Jr. Calf - 1st, Jerry St-ark;
Blue ribbons, Jerry Stark, Lar-
ry Fitzhugh and Sandra Stark.
Fall Sr. Calf - 1st, Jerry
Stark; Blue ribbons, Jerry Stark
and Steve MeCuiston.
Summer Sr. Calf - 1st, Steve
MeCuiston; Blue ribbons, Steve
McCuiston, Jerry Stark and Kent
cCuiston.
Jr. Yearling - 1st, Barry Lee
Joseph; Blue ribbons, Barry Lee
Joseph, Jerry Stark and Sandra
Stark. -
Sr. Yearling - 1st, Sandra
Stark; Blue ribbons, Jerry Stark,
Sandra Stark, Larry Fitzhugh
and Glen MeCuiston.
2-year-old - 1st, Jerry Stark;
Blue ribbons, Jerry Stark, Steve
MeCuiston, Kent McCuiston.
3-year-old - 1st, Jerry Stark;
Blue ribbons, Jerry Stark and
Kent McCuieton.
4-year-old - 1st and blue
ribbon, Jerry Stark.
Aged Cow - 1st, Kent Mc-
Cuiston; Blue ribbons, Kent Mc-
Cuiston, Glen MeCuiston, and
Jerry Stark.
Junior Champion - 4-H San
dra Stark; FFA, Jerry Stark.
Sr. and Grand Champion -
Jerry Stark.
Participants in this show will
receive Prize money for each
ribbon won and the first place
winners in each class will re-
ceive transportation money to
take their animals to the Ken-
tucky State Fair in Louisville.
Joins Cast
HOLLYWOOD 'UPI i-Pari-
man stage actress Karen'Blan-
gUeknon has joined Burt Lan-
caster and 'company in "Castle'
Keep" on location In Novi
Sad. Yugoslavia.
4t
Champions
Named at Fair
In Open Show
By Kathy Stubblefield
The Calloway County Fair-
grounds was the scene of two
dairy cattle shows sponsored by
the fair. The Jersey show was
held Tuesday, July 15 with the
Holsteins showing Wednesday:
First and second place win-
ners in the Jersey open show
were:
Jr. Calf - 1st, Krit Stubble-
field; 2nd, Kathy Stubblefield.
Fall Senior Calf - 1st, Robert
Blalock; 2nd Billy Hendon.
Summer Senior Calf - 1st,
Billy Hendon; 2nd, Robert Bla-
lock.
Jr. Yearling - 1st, Billy
Hendon; 2nd, Robert Blalock.
Sr. Yearling - 1st, Katlis
Stubblefield; -1Ind, lohnny Ho
ward.
2-year-old - 1st, Murray Uni
versity; 2nd, Billy Hendon.
3-year-old - 1st, Murray Uni-
versity; 2nd, Robert Blalock.
4-year-old - 1st, Robert Bla-
lock; 2nd, Murray State Uni-
versity.
Aged Cow - 1st, Billy Hen-
don; 2nd, Billy Hendon.
Junior Cllampion - Sr. yearl-
ing show by Kathy Stubblefield;
Reserve Junior Champion, Bil-
ly Hendon.
Senior and Grand Champion-
2-year-old shown by Murray
State University.
Reserve Senior and Reserve
Grand Champion - Robert Bla-
lock.
Get Of Sire - 1st, Billy Hen-
don; 2nd Blalock and White.
Dairy Herd - 1st, Murray
'University; 2nd, Blalock a n d
White. Produce of Darn - 1st,
Blalock and White; 2nd, Billy
Hendon.
First and second place win-
ners in the Holstein open show
were:
Jr. Calf - 1st, Carol Hodge;
2nd, Hobbs Haven Farm.
Fall Sr. Calf - 1st, Jerry
Stark; 2nd, Hobbs Haven Farm.
Summer Sr. Calf - 1st, Steve
MeCuiston; 2nd, Hobbs Haven
Farm.
Jr Yearling - 1st, Fay
}lodge; 2nd, Hobbs Haven Farm.
Sr. Yearling - 1st, Sandra
Stark; 2nd Jerry Stark.
2-year-old - 1st, Rock Hol-
low Farm; 2nd Hobbs Haven
Farm.
3-year-old - 1st, Hobbs Ha-
ven ..Farm; 2nd, Jerry Stark.,
• 4-year-old - 1st, Jerry Stark.
Aged Cow - 1st, Kent Mc-
Cuiston; 2nd, Glen McCuiston.
Junior Champion - Jr. Calf
shown by Carol Hodge.
Senior and Grand Champion
- 4-year-old cow shown by Jer
ry Stark.
Reserve Sr. and Reserve
Grand Champion - Kent Mc
Cuiston.
Ray Spann of-Knoxville, Ten-
nessee was the judge for both
shows.
Petulia' in Festival
HOLLYWOOD ( UPI ) -"Pe-
tuba," starring Julie Christie
and George C Scott, will be
the official United States en-
try in the Cannes Internation-
al Film Festival.
Public Sorvic•
HOLLYWOOD I UPD-Cliff
Robertson will make a series
of public service announce-
cents for radio and-television
behalf of,.._,CAP., IhehAdet
flying program of the Civil Air
Patrol-
For Pool Use
th the ...awn Heed Rules
A WATER GAME is a good gift for your pool hostess. It's fun and good exercise, too.
You can improve your "treading water" technique while playing with floating checkers.
WATER BASKETBALL is swift and splashy, says the National Swimming Pool Institute.
It takes a good throwing arm, catching ability and an eye for ainfing the ball correctly.
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
VOU NEVER know how
I many friends you have
until you add a swimming
pool to the family acres. That's
when you become Mrs. Popu-
larity, attracting old acquant-
ances and new friends by the
drove.
According to the National
Swimming Pool Association,
the pool owner who establishes
some simple rules for pool
usage is the happier hostess.
Here's what's suggested:
• The Invitation: Make it
clear that your invitation ap-
plies only to the friends you're
inviting, not to any relatives
or acquaintances of theirs who
may happen along.
• Set a time limit. Let
guests know when to come,
when to go. Indicate if lunch
and/or dinner are included.
• Have a rotating guest
policy so that each member of
the family has a chance to in-
vite a friend or two.
As for guests, when you're
one tollow these rules and
your hostess will welcome you:
• Show you're grateful for
being invited by not overstay-
ing your time.
• Unless specifically in-
vited for a meal, don't try to
promote one.
• If you live close enough,
come in your bathing suit with
a robe or beach coat thrown
over it.
• Bring your own beach
towel, bathing cap, suntan oil
and slippers.
•,,Reep the pool clean by
showering to remove tanning
oil before you take a swim.
• Don't bring other people
with you unless the invitation
includes them.
• After you've been invited
a number of times, send or
'bring an imaginative gift to
your hostess. Some appro-
priate suggestions: a floating
checkerboard, water game,
a float, a deck chair.
Everyone has his own ideas
about pool rules. These are
worth adding to your list
• An adult should be ap-
pointed to supervise whenever
'Strangler' Finished
HOLLYWOOD (U P I) -
Twentieth Century-Fox com-
pleted -The Boston Strangler"
with Oscar-winning George
Kennedy in a top role.
Hope-Gleason Team
-HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Jack-
le-Gleason and Bob Hope will
join comic forces to co-star in
"How To Commit Marriage,"
with Norman Panama direct-
ing
*Kay Kid
HOLLYWOOD (UPI E-Tony
Davis. 12, will • play a key. role
31t.-41 0W- of the M'arilficell
-Seven" to be shot on location
in Madrid
children are using the pool.
• Owners and pleats should
be aware that the pool area
must be kept clean. Food
should not be brought to the
pool deck, except as arranged
by the hostess.
• Sun tan oil belongs on
the body outside the pool. It
should be showered off for
swimming.
• Candy wrappers are
taboo.
• When food is served be-
side the pool, paper plates and
cups should be used as an
added safety factor.
• Neighbors and guests
who use the pool frequently
should volunteer occasionally
to help clean it and the deck,
too.
After 30 Volkswagens,
Father Bittman still believes.
• In the beginning, father Aloysws Bittman bought
O bug. '
That was in 1957 when he joined the staff of St.
Anthony's Indian Mission in Mondaree, North
Dakota.
Since then, Father Bittman has gone a long way.
In 30 Volkswagens.
Owning two or three at a time, the Bittman
staff travels 600 miles per week in each. Over dirt
..-and gravel roads and in temperatures that go to
yi- SSbeLow.'
A cot.tple of Volkswagens ago, Father Bittman's
'65 broke through the Garrison Reservoir ice.
"It was a good time for praying," he said.
luckily, one 255 pound priest and one 1808
pound bug floated to safety. After the ice was
chopped away and a quick oil change, the good
- father and his faithful companion were on their way.
He was a bit peeved about the oil change
though.
"It set the Mission back $1.80,"
Father Aloysius Bittmon.
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Beetle Quarantine
May Hit Kentucky
LOUISVILLE (UPI): State Deputy Ento-
mologist Howard Tilson, despite objections
by Kentucky hay and grain dealers, told a
U.S. Agriculture Dept. hearing here that
the state would not object to a quarantine.
The hearing was called to determine
whether to extend a federal quarantine on
the cereal leaf beetle to Kentucky, West
Virginia, New York, Maryland and Virgin-
ia.
The cereal leaf beetle winters in hay,
grain, straw and sod, but feeds on smag...mb
grains. The insect has caused millions of
dollars in damage in Europe.
The federal quarantine would limit ship-
ments from quaraetined states to only
those that are inspected or fumigated.
A decision is expected within a month
whether to extend the quarantine to Ken-
tucky.
Two Women Killed
In 3-Car Accident
WICKLIFFE, Ky., July 21 —
Two Bardwell women are dead
and two other persons injured
as the result of a three-car ac-
cident about 3:15 p.m. Sunday
on Ky. 286, about six miles east
of here.
Mrs. Rivers Edward Bodkins,
72, Bask 246, Bardwell, was kill-
Id instantly when she apparent-
ly pulled in front of a vehicle,
according to State Police.
A- passenger in the Bodkins
vehicle, Mrs. Bruna Stanley,
84, of Bardwell Rt. 1, died about
midnight Sunday at Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Injured were John James
Foreman, 41, 1435 Thompson
St., Paducah, the driver of one
of the vehicles involved and
Mrs. Thelma Powell, Bertrand,
Mo.,. a passenger in the third
vehicle.
Foreman was treated and re-
leased at Western Baptist Hos-
pital. Mrs. Powell was not
taken to a hospital, according
to police reports. She reported-
ly suffered shoulder injuries.
According to State Police,
MTS. PoOdkIDS went RCTOSS the
eastbound lane of Ky. 286 and
struck the Foreman vehicle.
Her car came to rest on the
south shoulder of the highway,
63 feet from the impact point,
police said.
Upon impact, the Foreman
vehicle went into the eastbound
lane and Was struck by a car
driven by Jack Arthur Powell
of Bertrand, Mo., the husband
of Mrs. Powell. The Powell ve-
hicle, going east on Ky. 286,
Struck the Foreman car in the
driver's side, according to the
oolice.
The Foreman and Bodkins'
vehicles were demolished.
An inquest is not planned, ac-
cording to the Ballard County
coroner.
Mrs. Bodkins, lifelong resident
af Bardwell, was the widow of
Herman Bodkin.
She was a member of Bard-
sell United Methodist Church.
Survivors include a daughter,
Ars. Lena Slivers of San Marino,
Calif.; a son, Bill Brummett of
Cunningham; a brother, Minton
Edwards of La Center; four
grandchildren and five great-
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Milner
Funeral Home at Bardwell with
the Rev. Charles Yancy and the
Rev. Larry Young officiating.
Burial will be in Roselawn
cemetery.
Mrs. Stanley, a lifelong real-
lent of Carlisle County, waS a
member of Bardwell Christian
church.
She is survived by a broth-
r, Norbin Coil of La Center, and
number of nieces and
aephews.
The body is at Milner Funeral
.3ome at Bardwell where friends
may call after 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Funeral arrangements are in-
Complete.
*
Charge
Is Filed In
Shooting
BENTON, Ky., July 21 — A
66-year-old man from the Little
Cypress community has been
charged with murder in connec-
tion with the shooting death of
an 18-year-old McCracken Coun-
ty youth Saturday night.
Homer Dunn, who is being
held in the Marshall County jail
without bond, is expected to be
brought before Marshall County
Judge Pal Howard Tuesday for
preliminary hearing.
He is charged with sMt
James Richard • Green, -0
Road, who was hit by a .21ka1i-
ber slug about 9:30 p.m. and
died approximately 10 minutes
after he was brought to a Pa-
ducah hospital in the back seat
of an automobile.
Green is survived by his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Green of Oaks Road, and two
brothers, Homer Leon Green. of
Jacksonville, N. C., and Leo
Green of Paducah.
Funeral services will be held
at 10 a.m. Tuesday at Kennedy
Funeral Home here with the
Rev. Kenneth Love officiating.
Burial will be in Clark's River
Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Johnny
Copeland, Mike Rhew, Ricky
Clark, Bobby Walton, Howard
Allcock and Andy Hovekamp.
Friends may call at the funer-
al home.
• *
The first radio license in the
United States was issued in 1911
to George Hill Lewis of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.
* * *
America's first billionaire was
John D. Rockefeller.
.4*
U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture inspectors refused entry of
33,000 pounds of boneless beef
due to contamination in 1968.
*
Dahlias can be raised from
seed or large fleshy roots of the
plant stored during the winter.
Tardy Reports
Stymie Map Men
FRANKFORT (UPI): State Highway
Dept. mapmakers have become annoyed
with counties in Kentucky making their
jobs more difficult by not reporting re-
cent — and in some cases old— incorpo-
rated communities.
Cartographers said it is, virtually im-
possible to obtain a complete listing of
such communities.
One estimate stated there may be be-
tween 400 ind 500 of them unreported,
the department said.
Newly -incorporated communities are
supposed to be reported by the county of
their location in to the secretary of state's
office.
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Trainees Relax, Worship In 'Retreat'
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. — Men under-
going basic combat training here were
given an open invitation by the chap-
lain's office to attend a weekend religious
retreat at Jonathan Creek, located in the
Land Between the Lakes, near Cadiz, Ky.
Maj. Billy T. Smith, chaplain. of the
Reception Station, US Army Training
Center, and the Rev. Casmir Gralawsky,
of the Passionist Order, Louisville, were
the religious leaders for the Protestants
and Catholics, respectively. They were
assisted by lay leaders It. Col. William
L. Albright, assistant chief of staff, G-1,
and Sgt. Maj. E. M. King, sergeant
major, G-2.
The chaplain's office stated the pur-
pose of the ret:rat was two-fold. First,
there was the opportunity for a change
and solitude. Second, it enabled the be-
ginning soldier to relax in a refreshing,
wilderness area and ease the tensions of
their first experience with military life.
One hundred •ixteen trainees took ad-
vantage of the opportunity to play horse-
shoes, softball, ‘olleyball, or just plain
relax.
In the evening, the men participated
in one of the religious discussions sched-
uled for the weekend. "The worship ser-
vices have been marvelous," said Pvt.
Michael Burnett "A casual, yet serious
atmosphere, brings the men closer to
God."
Later that night, a full-length movie
was shown, "The Happiest Millionaire."
"The movie was in excellent taste," said
one of the trainees. "A light, happy
movie with a fairy tale ending helps the
morale of the men, in that it breaks
from the atmosphere created by their
initial training."
An old-fashioned hootnanny brought
the evening to a close on a note of har-
mony among the trainees. Midnight was
lights-out.
Religious discussions and a worship
service were conducted Sunday morning.
WEDNESDAY — JULY 23. 1909
"The church services which were held
were inspiring . . I feel this was indi-
cated by the men's involvement in the
verbal prayers and the singing of
hymns," said Pvt. Greg Buchal,
After a picnic-lunch and an hour of
relaxation, the soldiers returned to Ft.
Campbell to prepare qice again for the
start of another week.
"Every man should find peace of
mind and spirit, especially during times
of trial and tribulation such as basic
training. The retreat affords just that op-
portunity and I hope it will be continued
for future trainees," said Pvt. Douglas
Brown.
"It is hoped that the program may be
expanded and that the demand will grow
to such a point that each battalion will
be afforded the opportunity to attend a
retreat as its men enter their seventh
week of training," said Chaplain Smith.
sun.,
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GIBSON amplifier, 45 watt out-
put, good condition. Phone 753-
6852. J-25-C
1967 VOLKSWAGEN, nine pas-
senger bus deluxe in very good
condition. Call 753-6771. .1-23-P
TAKE soil sway the Blue Lustre
way from carpets and uphol-
stery. Rent electric shampooer
$1. Western Auto, Home of
"The Wishing Well". 3-23-C
MRS. HARMON WHITNELL
226 So. 15th Street
Phone 753-4472
1969 FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator,'
14.6 cubic feet, white, used
two months, $200. Also Frigid-
aire electric stove, like new,
$100.00. Phone 753-6981. J-26-C
30-INCH WINDOW FAN. Like
new. Phone 489-3851. TF-NC
GE CLOTHES dryer. Phone 753-
8648 after 7:00 p. in. J-24-C
NEED NEW ROOF-but short
of money, apply }{y-lUas fibrat-
ed asphalt aliuninum. An amaz-
ing coating that seals boles,
prevents moisture from getting
through. Reflects 80% of sun's
rays and reduces temperature
by -15 degrees. Serves as in-
sulation. Do the Job for only
3 cents a square foot. A*
about special ?A gallon drew-
price at Hughes Paint Store.
August-25--C
BEIGE GE Washer. Like new.
Selling in order to get a match-
ed set. Phone 763-8377 J-24-C
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT. Eight
new zig-zag sewing machines,
20 year guarantee. These ma-
chines make button holes, sew
on buttons, monograms, mends
and darns, bind hems, embroid-
eries and makes fancy creative
designs. These nationally ad-
vertised machines will be sold
at a fraction of original value.
Now priced at only $32.22 full
price or terms arranged. For
free home trial call Paducah
collect 442-8605. J-28-C
LATE MODEL Singer zig-zag
sewing machines in desk cabi-
net. Makes buttonholes, mends,
darns, embroideries, sews on
buttons and makes fancy de-
signs. Needs no attachments,
10 year guarantee. Full price
only $52.43 or terms of $5.50
per month. For free home
call Paducah collect 442-8605.
3-28-C
POR SALE
Used k Reconditioned
MR
COMPRESSORS
  Mao New
McCuiston
Auto Electric
New Onward Used
Plume 753-3175
GOOD USED play pen. Sell
cheap. Phone 753-573.2 or see
at 1317 Poplar. 3-25-C
THREE NEW truck loads of
carpet, special extra heavy Ko-
dell polyester fiber, Jute back,
$3.95 square yard. Commercial
type nylon jute back, $1.99
square yard. Indoor-outdoor
carpet, $2.75 square yard and
up. Paschall DiscourA House,
Hazel, Ky. 492-9733. 3-2.5-P
1965 MOBILE HOME. Three-
bedrooms, expandable litting
room, carpeted. On private lot
near Murray State University
campus. Write Maio Russell,
Route 5, Cadiz, Ky. 42211 or
call 522-8222. J-26-P
ANC REGISTERED Pekingese
female puppy, nine weeks old.
Phone 753.4469 after 7:00 p.
J-25-C
Key Role
HOLLYWOOD ..! U P I ) -
EnOish character. actor Wil-
fred Hyde-White d1l play a
key role with Melinda Vterrouri
and Brian Keith in -Gaily.
WANTED: Mature baby sitter
from 8:00 a. in. till 4:00 p. in,
beginning at start of school
term. References required.
Phone 753-8377 J-24-C
EVENING FREE??? No exper-
ience needed to earn 25% com-
mission demonstrating toys. No
Investment. Car necessary.
Write Toy Ladles Party Plan;
Johnstown, Pa. 15902.
SOMEONE to help with house-
cleaning each Thursday morn-
ing. Must be white and furnish
own transportation. Call 753-
1836. 3-24-C
AVON: If you need a good ate!
ady income, but can only work
part-time, sell Avon cosmetieS.
Experience unnecessary.
753-5539 or write: Mrs. Evelyti-
L Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
42064.
H-J-25-C
WANTED: Shampoo girl for
Thursdays, Fridays and Satur-
days. Must have beauticians op-
erators license. Good salary.
Apply at Judy's Beauty Salon,
Bel Air Shopping Center.
To establish own credit brok-
erage business. No invest-
ment. To help get started
we guarantee $150 weekly to
man meeting our require-
ments. Age no barrier.
Write:
Manager. Box 700,
Painesville, Ohio 44077
AFFILIATE Wanted By
INTERNATI011Al. ORGANIZATION
We need a man or woman or a husband
and wile team, who desire to be independent
dealers affiliated with our company. who
would like to fiet their own hours and work
trom thew own home or office. lull or part-
time.
You will process and service, COMPANY
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNTS in retail outlets
be our factory under a tested and proven
program. Requires no door-to-door selling or
solicitahon. Our product is demanded by
handrail's of million! annually.
EARNINGS UNLIMITED DEPENDING
UPON YOUR DRIVE AND INITIATIVE
You must hove a good ,eputotion,
xrsonal references and the obility to
moke on immediate decision Your in-
vestment is as little an 51,44000 to
$8,64000 cosh for inventory Personal
interview with o cornpony repreSent0-
nve in your area
Check our company's excellent repu-
tation pnor to your inquiry
For brochure on our company, send
your norne, ockfrrss and be sure to in-
clude your telephone number
ARROW INTERNATIONAL INC.
Arrow Budding
a 4507 Lorain AvenueCleveland, Ohio 44102
i.corw s distributor le one if
Americs's largest and f•stest grebe.
• Industyies You will be dIstrlb.
Wing nothingl brand lonedeeta
No en eerier, CO required Alt oc-
cdutth ars contracted tor and set
us *by Our company yew merely
restock tercel...1 with our natlenat
brand. products.
You Can Earn
$800 A Month
",‘ Or More
Based On Your
Effort
Inventory of SI,S4S to 02,350 cash
required for inventory and *OOP
Tent. You meet have e good car
and be able to devote at West 4 to
11 Sours per ivsek 11 you are in-
terested. hare the desire, drive,
dolierrninallon. end went to Ni ewe.
cessful in • oraertno leu•lineog Of
your feern, Write on today. P loose
Inc tote name, address, end tele-
Onene number.
BY DAY, week or month, two
cottages at Pine Bluff Shores
One on lake front. Call 438-
2417.
ONE 10' x 50' air-conditioned,
all electric trailer on private
lot. $70.00 per month 18' x 42'
two-bedroom, $45.00 per mon-
th. Phone 489-3623. 3-24-C
FURNISHED apartment for col-
lege boys. Call 753-5865 or 753-
5108. '
NICE TWO-BEDROOM duplex,
dishwasher, disposal, air, range,
carpet: $110.040 per month. Al-
so 30-inch Tappan range for
sale. Phone 753-7550. .1-25-C
1964 CHEVY II Nova, 2-door
hardtop, extra nice. Dial 753-
3917 after 4:00. p. m. 3-24-C
GOOD 1961 Chevrolet. Good
1962 Ford station wagon. Phone
753-6170 after 6:00 p. in. 3-25-C
1955 CHEVROLET, two-door
post. Good body, no rust. Has
401 Buick engine, three-speed,
bucket seats n front. Call 753-
4680 or see at 903 Vine after
five p. in. J-25-C
-Mexican Tourism
Shows Big Rise
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - The
flow of tourists to Mexico
quadrupled between 1950 and
1967, _According to Jesus
Rodriguez, Undersecretary, of tilt
Treasury.
-RorThruez toia-a gat&ringoI
tourist industry -officials that
income from international tour-
ism -- mostly from the United
States increased from 2.8 per
cent of the nation's income to
1,4 per cent in the same period.
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimartid
Contact:
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
Pews To-Go _
_ -ST--.1.0-UIS (UPI) - The fixed
Walnut pews in use since Christ
Church (Episcopal) Cathedral was
operyd in 1867 are coming out.
Repairs estimated to cost
$300,000 have been started and
the Cathedral will be closed
until late summer.
Movable wooden chairs will
replace the pews.
I THINK I'LL
VISIT THAT
NEW FAMILY
UP THE  
STREET
BE- MADE '
WIRES AkID TUBES,
BUT I HA\/E,
FEMININE
RESPONSES!!
localities for federal-state de-
velopment funds include:
- Using pnrestricted block
grants.
-- Turning to state-collected,
locally-shared sales and income
taxes which would be returned
to communities at least partially
on tha. basis of need.
Use of statewide or re- 
More than 20,000 persons in
gional property taxation to ne 
Alabama are employed in har-
major projects such as
vestingand processing of sea-nance 
education or publ 
foods.
block grants to localities based
on need.
Other suggestions included es-
tablishing statewide or regional
administrative units with the
power to oversee the planning,
zoning and development policy
decisions of the local govern-
ment units. One version of this
theme would combine housing,
zoning, land use and other codes
into a single set of regulations
for one central agency to ad-
minister-
1-Dance step
4-Shortcoming
9-Watch pocket
12-Skill
13-Showy flower
14-Macaw
15-Affluence
17-Unit of
currency
19-Feel anguish
21-Small child
22-Festive
24-Title of
respect
26-Source of
water
29-Fragrant
oleoresin
31-Equality
33-Fish eggs
34-Latin
conjunction
35-Part of
circle
37-Cut of meat
39-Above
40-Stitch
42-Dawn
goddess
44-Rodent
46-Man's name
48-Nothing
50-Roman road
51-Pigeon pea
53-Fewest
55-Waste metal
58-Blood carrier
61-In what
manner?
62-Atmospheric
disturbance
64-Regret
65-Worm
66-Gull-like birds
67-Music: as
written
1-Animal's foot
2-Exist
JULY - 23
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By JAMES L. SRODES
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Before disbanding for good, the
Douglas Commission on Housing
and Urban Problems fired one
last salvo at the "fragmentation"
of state and local government
planning for land use and de-
velopment.
In its nearly two years oi
research and criticism of hous-
ing policies, the commission has
touched from time to time on
the confusion, lack of coordina-
tion and just plain short-sighted-
ness of state and local planning
agencies.
Now with its money and time
gone, Commission Chairman
Paul H. Douglas, the former
Illinois Senator, has focused on
what he considers one of the
main auses of this confusion --
"fragmentation."
"The jumble. of political con-
trols over the development of
urban areas has a lot to do with
the mess in which cities find
themselves today." he said.
Douglas blamed scattered go-
vernmental authority over plan-
ning, zoning and development
for an unwholesome competi-
tion among adjacent local go-
vernments -that disrupts orderly
development -of an area.
But the Commission's study
into the matter, by urban re-
searchers James G. Coke and
John J. Gargan, rejected turning
to the obvious" approach of set-
ting up regional planning bodies.
Suggestions
Instead of tearing down local
governmental agencies, the plan-
ners urged restructuring finan-
cial aid programs to encourage
local governments to put aside
rivalries and to Work together7
Some of their suggestions for
reducing competition between
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WANTED: Night watchmen,
10:00 p. in. till 6:00 a. in. Good
pay. Inquire at BOOLlefi Laundry
on Main. 3-25-C
WANTED: Young man to train
as restaurant manager. Must be
neat, have high school diploma
and able to furnish excellent
references. No phone calls. Ap-
ply in person only. Colonial
House Smorgaabord. J-26-C
WANTED: Experienced dinner
cook and salad woman. Apply
in person, Bob Smorgasbord,
 'girl Highway 641, 2 miles South of
 Kentucky Dam. 3-26-C
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NOW AVAILABLE
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Kentucky & Tememeee
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4.34-55t3 436-2243
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Located In Hazel
Will Remodel
Phone 753-1323
Before 5:00 p. m.
J-26-C
"BELTONE factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make
bearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
R-ITC
-
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick home on large lot. All
electric, central air and heat.
KeeneLand Subdivision. Phone
753-75245. AugIWA-C
KENTUCKY LAKE Lots for
sale: (100' x 200', $695); (85'
170', $495). Central water avail-
able, lake access and boat ramp,
$10 down and $10 per month.
Take 121 southeast to New
Concord, then 444 northeast
to Keniana Shores, follow signs.
Phone 436-3320. August-8C
BY OWNER: New four-bedroom
brick home with attached ga-
rage, two baths, central heat
and air-conditioning, built-in
stove, dishwasher and garbage
disposal, carpet and seamless
floors throughout the house.
Phone 753-4763. 3-29-C
TODAY'S SPECIALS!
LOTS in Sherwood Forest from
$1600.00 on up.
3-BEDROOM house on Hwy. 641
South.
2-BEDROOM frame, large liv
ing room, kitchen, dining room,
carport and utility. Only
65500.00 and near New Hope
Church.
3-BEDROOM, den and study,
central heat and air, wall-to-
wall carpet, 1'A6 baths. Located
on Catalina.
3-BEDItOOM brick, almost com-
pleted, on Catalina.
WAYNE WILSON REALTY CO.,
across from post office, Murray,
Kentucky, Phone 753-3263.
Nita phones: Wayne Wilson;
753-5086; Edna Knight, 753-
4910; bill Adams, 753-5647;
Charles McDaniel, 733-4805.
1TC
HOUSE FOR SALE to settle
estate. 6-room, 3-bedroom brick
Radiant electric heat, air-con-
ditioned, hardwood floors,
drapes, fireplace, attached ga.
rage and paved driveway, large
lot, well landscaped, good lo-
cation on west Olive Extended.
Phone 753-2214 August-8-C
Fou Ed ing
S'tO4,DBURY, Conn. (UPI).-
The Episcopal Church in America
eitablishd here "with the
consecration of Bishop Samuel
Seabwry in 1783.
Jerry Stark with his Grand Champion Holstein at the
Murray-Calloway County Fair.
State Police
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mouth, Pa., Tuesday, for the
funeral of Miss Mary Jo Kope-
chne, 28, who was killed in the
accident.
Killen was to talk to Joseph
F. Gargan, a cousin of Kennedy,
about the party on the island
for former staff members of the
late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
The senator was taking Miss
Kopechne from the party, held
at a cottage rented by Garvin,
to the ferry for Martha's Vine-
yard, a three-minute ride from
the island, when his car plung-
ed off the bridge and landed
upside down in about eight feet
of water.
In a statement to police, Ken-
nedy said he dived repeatedly
to try to rescue Miss Kopechne
from the car. He said he did
not remember how he got out.
• Kennedy did not report the
accident until some nine or 10
hours later, about an hour after
Miss Kopechne's body was re-
covered.
Seeks Complaint
Arena has sought a complaint
against Kennedy for leaving the
scene of a personal injury ac-
cident, an offense which tails
for a minimum sentence of two
months and maximum sentence
of two years upon conviction.
In other developments Tues-
day, Arena said a deputy she-
riff, Christopher Look Jr., saw
a ear early Saturday in the vic--
Funeral Held Today
For Will Chester
Funeral services for Will
Chester were held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the Byrn
Funeral Home Chapel, Mayfield,
with James Shockley officiat-
ing.
Pallbearers were Joe War-
ren, Ted Bagwell, Joe Bagwell,
Charles Yates, Ezra Brann, and
Johnny Wilkins.
Burial was in the Soldier
Creek Cemetery near Brewers
in Marshall County.
Mr. Chester, age 88, a resi-
dent of Mayfield Route One,
died Monday at Lourdes Hospi-
tal, Paducah. He was a retired
carpenter.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Sam Bagwell of Farming-
ton and Mrs. Ina Warren cf
Graves Comity; five grandchil-
dren; nine great grandchildren.
laity of the intersection where
Kennedy said he made a wrong
turn prior to the accident.
Look was reported as saying
he believed it was the Kennedy
car, and that it held a man and
possibly two women, whom he
did not recognize. The driver,
seemingly confused, turned to-
ward the bridge, Look reported-
iy said.
A purse belonging to Miss
Rosemary Keough, Kennedy's
secretary, was found in the car.
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their epic flight is 18 days in
isolation.
Eerie Noise Heard
This is on the outside chance
they might have picked up some
unearthly germ during their 21
hours, 36 minutes on the dusty,
rock-littered moon's surface.
At one point Tuesday an errie
screeching noise-sort of a cross
between a New Year's celebrat-
ion and the soundtrack of a
horror movie - came over the
astronauts' radio frequency.
"You sure you don't have
anybody in there? We had some
strange noises coming on the
downlink and thought you had
some friends up there," radioed
controller Charles Duke.
"Where does the white team
of flight controllers go during
Its off hours, anyway?," Collins
shot back
The astronauts never did ad-
mitt they were playing tapes of
say-out "space" sounds as a
prank on ground controllers.
Out Of Contact
Before their 17-minute, next-
to-lest telecast from 'pace,
Armstrong, Aldrin and Collins
were out of radio contact for 40
minutes. But this has happened
before and neither Clifford E.
Charlesworth, the flight direc-
tor at the time, nor the astro-
nauts were concerned.
"So what's new," the astro-
nauts radioed when they got
their spaceship's antennae back
in alignment with ground test-
The TV pictures showed Col-
lins trying - unsuccessfully -
to pour water from a spoon.
Armstrong showed off a box of
the 80 pounds of lunar samples
he and Aldrin picked up. Aid-
nn, the pilot of the Eagle_lun-
ar module who is. sometimes
called Dr. Rendezvous, gave an
elementary physics lesson on
how a gyroscope works.
The program also showed the
pilots' good humor now that
they have only one more full
day in space on their eight-day
journey.
-Duke Makes Boo-Boo
Controller Charles Duke saw
the picture they beamed back
and said, "The focus is a little
out. We see earth in the center
of the screen."
"That's where we just came
from," Aldrin informed him.
"It is, Huh?"
"It's bad enough finding the
right landing spot," Aldrin
teased him. "You haven't even
got the right planet."
Earlier in the day, Apollo
11's rocket engine fired a 10-
second blast that put the astro-
nauts on an unerring course to-
ward a 30-mile "hoop in the
sky" that they must hit 400,000
feet over Australia if their re-
entry into the earth's blanket
of atmosphere is successful.
They had a chance foi an-
other firing of the engine to-
day, but ground controllers said
their aim was so good it pro-
bably would be skipped.
The weather in the recovery
area on splashdown day was
forecast to be good with light
winds and seas and very warm
water temperatures. A storm
300 miles away from the re-
covery area posed no problem,
the space agency said.
AEDITING THE HIGHWAY NEWSLETTER is
Parker's Degree
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-The
University of Eastern Ken-
tucky will confer a Doctor of
Letters Degree on Peas (Daniel
Boone) Parker,
sponsible job for Patsy Judd who has been with the
Highway Department since January. Here she takes a
few minutes to answer a question about the layout of
the July publication of the monthly newsletter.
ONLY THREE MORE DAYS
ADAMS SHOE STORE'S
5' SHOE SALE
SHOES FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN
Buy One Pair At Th e Regular Price .
SELECT THE SECOND P AIR OF YOUR CHOICE ...
FOR ONLY
ADAMS SHOE STORE
Murray, Kentucky
ALL SALES FINAL NO EXCHANGES" NO REFX,NDS
FRIDAY NIGHT_TILL 8:00
Services Held For
David J. Linville
Services were bald Monday
at 2 p.m. for David Johnson
Linville, 58, of Buchanan Route 3.
He was dead on arrival at Nobles
Hospital, Saturday, morning,
July 19, at 9 o'clock.
Dalton Vaughn and Harold
.Smotherman officiated at
tne setvices in LeiDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, with
burial in jiillcrest Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Gordon Taylor,
Richard Dunlap, Ronnie Green,
Darryl Osborn, Randy Osborn
and Danny Osborn.
He was born February 3, 1911 is
Henry County, the son of George
Linville and Charlie Huey. His
wife, Irene Wynn, married him
on November 19, 1932. They had
two children: Mrs. Allen Eugiey
and Donnie Linville. Both survive
and live at Buchanan Route 3.
He had four sisters who
survive: Mn. Mary Pfueger
of Paris, Miss Mavis Linville,
Miss bitable Linville and Miss
Itha Linvilf, all of Buchanan
Two brothers: George Linville
New Providence,_ Ky. and Joe
Linville of Royal Oak, Michigan.
He had one grandchild who
survives, Kenneth Eugley: He
was a member of the Church of
Christ and an employee of the
state.
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less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50, subject given 20 days
In City Jail suspended on con-
dition he not be back in this
court for resnainder of year
1969.
H. P. Andrews, no cab card
In unit, fined $19.00 costs $4.50.
J. N. Carter, no cab card in
unit, fined $19.00 costs $4.50.
H. R. Thompson, no operat-
ing authority in Kentucky, fin-
ed $50.00 costs $4.50.
B. A. Cain, reckless driving,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
M. E.. Parker, driving while
intoxicated, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50, no operator's license,
fined $10.130 costs $4.50, for a
total of $119.00.
R. L. Kimbro, disregarding
stop sign, fined $10.00 coats
$4.50.
C. A. Hibbard. speeding,
ed $15.00 costs $4.50. '
W. A. Mixon, no cab card in
unit, fined $19.130 costs $4.50.
G. Z. Ray. speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
J. E. Boyd, speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
K. J. Crider, disregarding
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs
$4.50.
J. D. Thurmond, going wrong
way on one way street, fined
$10.00 costs $4.50.
D. M. Ries, speeding, fined
215.00 costs $4.50.
R. L. Boyd, reckless driving,
fined $15.00 coats $4.50.
L C. Kerlick III, speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $4.50
C. B. Jackson. speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
J. T. Williams speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
J. F. Williams II, speeding,
speeding, tined $15.00 costs
C. G. Warner, speeding, fin-
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
T. B. Bury, speeding, fined
115.00 costs $4.50.
Burkeen, speeding, figt-
ed $15.00 costs $4.50
M. J. Macomber, speeding,
fined $15.00 costs $4 50.
Taw Hopson, speeding, fin-
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
H. P. Lambert, speeding, fin-
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
J. W. Latimer, speeding, fin-
ed $15.00 costa $4.50.
Seal.;Aid
War Prisoners
WASHINGTON (LPIi• -
Special efforts by the admin-
istration in behalf of prisoners of
war held by North V ietnam and
and the Viet Cong have drawn
the praise of the Lutheran Coun-
c4 in the USA.
In a message of commendation
to Ambassador Henry Cabs*
Lodge and Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird, Dr. Robert E.
Van Deusen, director of the
Council's Office of Public Af-
fairs, also asked if church groups
can be of help in these efforts
*
Involvement Urged
For Jewish Rabbis
NEW YORK (UPI) -.For
the sake of their congregations
as well as their communities
snd the nation at large, Jewish
rabbis must become more in-
volved in politics, the National
Committee for Furtherance of
Jewish Education says in a special
report to its members
Present Lull
(Continued From Page One)
pent the Communists to try to
seize Tay Ninh City and turn
it into the capital of the Viet
cseg's new provisiooary revol-
utionary government.
The U. S. Command said nine
Allie targets were shelled late
Tuesday and early today but
seven of the attacks were list-
ed as insignificant and the other
two caused no fatalities.
Students Chip
In for Teachers
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - The
students at Concordia Seminary
thought their teachers' salaries
were too low so they chipped in
$1,250 to raise them a little.
NO FOUL PLAY-A medical
examiner's report showed no
foul play in the death of
Rev. A: D. King Jr., in At-
lanta. Rev. King died acci-
dentally while taking a late
dip in his backyard swim-
ming pool, friends said. He
also was a civil rights lead-
er, and was 38.
Hospital Report
ADULTS 90
NURSERY 3
JULY 21, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Margaret Sills, Rte. 6,
Murray; Alfred Wright, Rte. 1,
Murray; Hulon Wyatt, 307 North
7th, Murray; Mrs. Somia Spann,
502 South 2nd, Murray; James
Ahart, Rte, I, Almo; Kenneth
Goode, 1509 Dudley Dr., Murray;
Master Terry Jones, Rte. 3,
Murray; Miss TeresaJones,Rte.
3, Murray; Mrs. Lula Miller,
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. LoviePrit-
chett, Dexter; Luther Easley,
Rte. 2, Farmington; Bessie Cole,
905 Pogue St., Murray; Baby Girl
Duncan, Rte. 1, Murray:
Charles Leach, 3 Hill Crest
Circle, Paris, Tenn.; Miss Sh-
elia Stallons, 810 Sha-Wa Ct.,
Murray; Miss Gail Elkins, Dex-
ter; Mrs. Jessie Walker, 745
Nash Dr., Murray:
Macon Blankenship
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wife Jean and son Mark on Sun-
set Blvd. He has been promin-
ent in local affairs for a num-
ber of years and is currently
serving his second term on the
Murray City Council.
President Z. C. Enix gave a
brief report on his recent trip
to the Lions International Con-
vention in Tokyo.
New members of the club,
Phil Shelton, Tommy Shirley
and Guy Spann were introduced.
Galon Beaman of Houston, Tex-
as was a guest of his brother
Harold Beaman.
Rooney for 'Skidoo'
HOLLYWOOD (U p ) -
Mickey Rooney is the 'latest
star to join the cast of Ottc
Preminger's "Skidoo."
WEDNESDAY - JULY 23. 1909
Prod Cetheen of gin Main Street, Benton, was the whi-
mr of the fro* set of McCreary glass bOtItti Wes ifh'" away
at the fair by Tlsweett's Tire Center of Alma. The tires went
on Mr. Cetharn's 1%7 Cadillac. He is pictured above receiv-
Ins the tires from Euin Miller of the tire center.
Judith Roode
To Have Art
Exhibition
A 29-piece exhibition of
drawings and prints by Judith
Roode of Murray is on display
at Murray State University un-
til August 8.
To be shown in the Mary Ed
M,ecoy Hall Gallery of t Ii e
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building,
the exhibition will include 26
drawings and three prints. A-
mong her works are a landscape
and a series of figure drawings
done from life.
Currently a member of the
Murray State library staff, Mrs.
Roode is particularly interested
in the expressive potential of
the human figure. Her prints
are done in drypoint and etch-
ing and her drawings with char-
coal pencil and stick charcoal.
She earned the B. A. degree
at Grinnell College in Iowa and
the M. A. and M. F. A. degrees
at the University of law& where
she was a graduate assistan
her final year.
Mrs. Roode has exhibited with
the Iowa Print Group. She had
work in the "American Graphic
Workshops: 1968" at the Cin-
cinnati Art Museum and has a
painting touring with the "Face
of Kentucky" exhibit.
Gallery hours are 9 am. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to noon on Saturdays and
2 to 5 p.m. on Sundays.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market Ne ws
Service 7-23-69 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hog Market Report
Include 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts 756 Head, Barrows and
Gilts, Fully Steady; Sows, Most-
ly Steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs *25.50-26.00,
Few 1-2 $26.50;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $25.00-25.50;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $24.50-25.00;
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $24.00-24.50;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs *21.00-22.00,
Few Select $23.00;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $20.25-21.00;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19.50-20.25
Chosen is the native name
of Korea.
WANNS MARKET
Canned Goods
DEL MONTE
#¶ can
CRUSHED
PINEAPPLE
29°
GOV'T INSPECTED
WHOLE
FRYERS lb. 33C
(Cut-Up ____ lb. 37e)
TENDER
MINUTE SEAK
lb. $1
SMOKED
REELFOOT or
ARMOUR'S
ALL-MEAT
Giant
Size
KRAFT
Welles Added MINIATURE.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI --- Or-son Welles has been added to. MARS
)
the cast of Columbia's
Southern Star " 
'Val
13-oz. pkg..
HALLOWS
TURNIP
GREENS PEAS. _
3 czs 39°pRIDE,
MAND
ORANGES
2 Fon 44°
Lady Scoff
TISSUE
SWEET RASHER
Bush's Yelloweye
_ 3 orcans 3gP
Del Monte Stewed
TOMATOES
DEL MONTE
ZUCCHINI
ITALIAN SQUASH
25°
UE
CHIGKEN 9Ei OTSiPLINGS
24-6z. 49°
DAK - 1-lb can
CHOPPED HAM 790
Garden Fresh
Vegetables
'TOMATOES
CANTALOUPES
APPLES
PEACHES
GRAPES
IMES
CORN
OKRA
q.14P
STEWED
tOMATOES
1-lb. pkg.
49C
LEMONjEMERINGUE
PIE box 49°
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